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Summary
A study was conducted to explore the multi window television (MWTV) concept for television watching
situations. Objectives of the study were to examine the behavior of users under different conditions of television watching and the appraisal of users of the multi window television concept. Two MWTV prototype
systems were used to conduct experiments: A TV-based prototype and a PC-based prototype. The experiments consisted of TV watching tasks, an appraisal and an interview.
The TV watching tasks were video taped. A coding system was developed to analyze the systems states.
The coding categories represent user actions and window configurations. The user actions were distinguished in two groups: Window manipulations and program manipulations. The conditions for the TV
watching tasks were:

* Open-ended and closed tasks
* One, two, three or all programs of the broadcast channels need to be used.
It was found that subjects used more actions for closed tasks than for open-ended tasks. They also used
more actions when they had to use two or three programs than when they had to use only one or all programs. When possible, i.e., depending on the prototype system, they used a mosaic window configuration
more frequently than all the other ones.
The attitude questionnaire showed that users did not perceive the prototypes as a computer system. They
agreed on the better overall overview that was given and that it would support the finding of programs they
like. The subjects who participated in the first experiment, i.e., the TV-based prototype, indicated that they
could watch two programs at the same time. The subjects in the second experiment, i.e., the PC-based prototype, did not agree with this.
Preferences for different window configurations under different viewing conditions were investigated. It
was found that if subjects had to imagine they had over 100 broadcast programs available, they preferred to
use configurations that have a mosaic layout of nine windows in which all the windows were zappable or a
large window with four POP windows in which all the windows were zappable. If subjects had to imagine
they had 7 broadcast programs available, they preferred configurations that had a full screen with one PIP
window in which all windows were zappable, or a mosaic configuration of nine windows that could not be
zapped, or a full screen with nine POP windows that could not be zapped. In other words with over 100
broadcasts to select from subjects preferred all windows to be zappable.
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Introduction

The rapid development of new technology in the domain of digital video and data processing and communication, will dramatically change the well-known concept of our traditional television. A new television
concept, multiwindow television, is being explored at the Philips Research Laboratories in co-operation
with the Institute for Perception Research (IPO). The multi window television concept is based on the idea
of expanding the television screen with multiple windows. In each window images can be displayed. With
a multiwindow television (MWTV) people may watch several television programs, each displayed in a
window on the screen at the same time. It is also possible to use such a multi window television for other
purposes like sending and receiving electronic mail, playing a game, monitoring a baby room, observing
an entrance door, playing games, retrieval of information from databases, or using shopping services.
An exploratory study of the multi window television concept was carried out by Jos Vissers at the IPO (IPO
Report no. 890) to investigate acceptability of the multi window television concept in relation to application possibilities. Four classes of applications, based on user goals, were distinguished: View applications,
domestic applications, multimedia applications and personal communication applications. The class of
view applications included the common way of television watching. This class was recommended for further research because it is familiar to most people and the supporting facilities needed for a small scale
exploratory study are available.

1.1 Goals of the study
The starting point of this study is users in a television watching situation. The MWTV concept could pose
a heavy load on the typical television user who thinks of watching television as a leisure activity. In order
to manage this increase of viewing possibilities, user behavior under different television watching conditions and user appraisal of the multi window television concept will have to be studied. The major goals of
this study are:

+
+

To examine and to classify user behavior under different TV watching conditions
To reveal the user's appraisal of the multiwindow television concept

In order to explore these goals, more information about user preferences for certain window configurations
will be needed. In order to draw conclusions for the use of the multiwindow television concept for television watching, the current way of planning what to watch will be needed. Thus, the sub-goals of this study
are:
•

To reveal the user's preferences for the number of windows and the window properties.

•

To reveal how present-day viewers plan which program to watch.

1.2 Theory building
In exploring the user behavior with a new concept like multiwindow television, various models and
approaches can be used. We used the user-centered design [Norman, 1986] approach to describe the
Human-Television interaction in terms of actions. In order to describe the different ways a viewer may
watch television in terms of television watch conditions, a theory has been build. This section describes the
user-centered approach, followed by the television watch conditions.

1.2.1 User-centered design
There are two approaches in designing a new system such as the multi window television concept: technology-driven design and user-driven design. When technology is the driving force behind the development,
the designer first designs a system that is provided with all possible features and afterwards creates an user
interface to operate the system. Finally, the system is introduced to the users and after a training period the
users should be able to use it. Hence, the user interface reflects the functionality of the system. In the second approach, user-driven design, the designer first determines the users' goals and needs, followed by
what kinds of tasks they need to perform and what kinds of methods they would prefer to use. The technology is developed and tested in accordance with these goals. User-centered design emphasizes that the purpose of the system is to serve the user and not to use a specific technology. Hence, the user interface ideally
reflects the tasks the user wants to carry out.
User-centered design, however, is very difficult to accomplish when we are dealing with new technologies
for unfamiliar applications. With the multi window project a combination of both approaches is being used.
First, a prototype has been built providing all kinds of features to the user. Second, the goals and needs of
the user are hypothesized and tested with the prototype to see what the user's needs are and what elements
of the system fulfill best the needs of the user. Consecutively, the prototype will be adapted to the needs of
the users and further experiments will be carried out.
A frequently used model for user-centered design is the action model of Norman [Norman, 1986]. Norman
states that a person who interacts with a system sets goals, takes actions and evaluates the results of these
actions. The goals of these actions are expressed in psychological terms. The system's state and mechanisms are expressed in physical terms. The discrepancy between psychological and physical variables must
be bridged by the Execution bridge and the Evaluation bridge, both shown in figure 1.
EXECUTION
BRIDGE

GOALS
PHYSICAL
SYSTEM

EVALUATION
BRIDGE

Figure I.

Bridging the Gulfs of Execution and Evaluation [Norman, 1986, page 40] .

According to this model the complete course of action is described by seven stages:
1- Establishing the goal
2- Forming the intention
3- Specifying the action sequence
4- Executing the action
5- Perceiving the system state
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6- Interpreting the state
7- Evaluating the system state with respect to the goals and intentions
In Norman's model a system must provide an interface that matches the needs of the users by supporting
each stage of action in the action sequence. One of the major advantages of Norman's model is its applicability at different levels of abstraction.

1.2.2 Watch conditions
From the users' point of view different ways of watching television programs exists. For example, Vissers
[ 1993] identified four ways of watching television 1 for the MWTV:
•

Attend: Watch one program on a full screen and/or listen to the audio.

•

Inspect: Watch one main program and look for a second program in another window. Swap between
second and main when the target event begins.

•

Monitor: Watch one main program and monitor a second program to find a target event. No intention
to change the main program.

•

Multiplex: Watch a mosaic screen to survey the available broadcasts.

We wanted to describe these ways of television watching by using variables. By investigating the current
ways of watching television and combining this with the offered possibilities of the multi window television concept, two variables were found:
•

Number of programs to be watched

•

The level of specification of the user goals

Number of programs: In the familiar way of television watching, the viewer may want to watch one or
more programs . Television sets that are currently on the market only allow the viewer to watch one program at the time. Advanced systems have a PIP window in which a second program can be seen if a second
tuner (from, for example, the video recorder) is available. Ways of solving the problem of wanting to watch
two programs at the same time, are recording the second program with a video recorder or switching frequently between both programs. The multiwindow television concept allows the viewer to watch more
than one program at the same time. Thus, the first variable is the number of programs that viewers want to
watch. The number of programs can vary from one program to all available programs.
Level of specification of the user goals: The goals of the user for watching television may vary from
watching one specific program to just watching something. In the first case the user has a specific goal. In
the second case the user has a ill-defined goal. Thus, the second variable is the level of specification of the
user goals.

1. These ways of watching were used to develop the window configurations of the system prototypes
described in chapter 2.

3

1.3 Organization of the study
For conducting the study, two prototypes systems were available that could be used by subjects to carry out
TV watching tasks. These prototypes were used to examine the user behavior and to give the user an idea
of the multi window concept. This section addresses the setup for examining the MWTV watching behavior, revealing the appraisal for the MWTV concept, revealing the window preferences and revealing the
present-day planning behavior.
MWTV watching behavior
Subjects are given assignments that vary in the degree to which the goals are specified and the number of
programs to be watched. The subjects are asked to carry out these tasks and to think-out loud. The actions
of the subjects are observed. By analyzing the verbal comments of the subject, an indication of the intention and the evaluation can be obtained.
Based on the available window configurations of the prototype systems, four values are chosen for the
number of programs to be watched:
•
•
•
•

One program
Two programs
Three programs
All available programs

With respect to the level of specification of the tasks, two extremes are chosen:
•
•

Open-ended task
Closed task

Combining the values of the two variables resulted in 8 different conditions to describe the different ways
of watching television.
It is expected that:
More actions and more complex sequences of actions will be found with the closed tasks, than with
the open-ended tasks. Finding a specific goal (closed task) is harder to accomplish than finding
something you like (open-ended task). In the former a specific item is the only correct item and in the
latter every item is correct.
X:X

With an increase of the number of programs an increase of actions will be shown. The more programs
to be watched, the more actions the subject will have to carry out.

Appraisal of the MWTV concept
An interview, a fill-in form and the verbal comments of subjects during carrying out TV watching tasks is
used to reveal the user appraisal of the multiwindow concept.
Window preferences
An interview, an rank assignment and the verbal comments of users during carrying out TV watching
tasks is used to reveal the user window configuration preferences. In the rank assignment, different television watching situations are presented to subjects. Subjects are asked to select, justify and rank three of
their favorite window compositions. By analyzing the window configuration's number in different situa-
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tions, an indication of most preferred window configurations in different situations can be obtained. By
analyzing the interview and verbal comments an indication of desirable window properties can be
obtained.
It is expected that:
¢

Different window configurations will be preferred in different situations. If a viewer wants to watch
just one program, one window will be preferred. But if a viewer does not know what to watch, many
windows will be preferred.

Planning behavior
An interview is used to reveal how present-day viewers plan which program to watch.

5
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2

Equipment

Two different prototype systems were available. One at the Philips Research Laboratories with a TV-based
prototype and one at the IPO with a PC-based prototype. This chapter describes both prototypes and how
we used them. The following definitions are used:
a window:

a piece of the television screen in which a broadcast program or video program is
displayed

a PIP window:

a small window displayed inside a large window

a POP window:

a small window displayed outside a large window

to zap:

to switch channels within a window

to swap:

to exchange broadcasts between two windows

2.1 The TV-based prototype multiwindow system
At the Philips Research Laboratories a prototype multiwindow system has been built. In figure 2 a schematic representation of the system is given. The system consists of two TV-tuners, one video recorder
(VCR), videoprocessors, computer system and a television screen. The video signals from two televisions
(Tuner TVl and Tuner TV2) and a video recorder are digitized and processed by the computer system to a
new video signal. This signal is displayed on the television screen (TV3). The computer system also controls the two television tuners and the zapping process.

TunerTV1

<
c:

()
0

3

(l)

0
"'C

VCR

00

(l)

...

"'C

c:

CD
....
en
en

en
en

'<

Cil

3

0

·8

CD

TunerTV2

Figure 2.

Configuration of the TV-based multi window prototype system.

The system can display three different window configuration possibilities as shown in figure 3. A and Bare
television tuners and AUX is the video recorder source. The three sources are not fixed to a window. Inside
the window connected to the video recorder source, channels can not be switched.
The prototype system offered the following window configuration possibilities, as shown in figure 3:
Configuration 1:

This window configuration, Full Screen, displayed one large window. The viewer
could zap in this window, tune the sound of the window, or switch to configuration 2
or configuration 3.

7

Configuration 2:

This window configuration, 2 POPs, displayed one main window and two large POP
windows. The viewer could select one of the three windows to turn on the sound of
that window, to zap or to switch to configuration 1 or configuration 3. The side windows can be swapped with the large window.

Configuration 3:

This window configuration, also called 2 POPs, displayed one main window and two
small POP windows, each with the same possibilities as configuration 2.

B
A

A

CONFIGURATION 1
(Full Screen)

Figure 3.

AUX

CONFIGURATION 2
(2 POPs)

A
CONFIGURATION 3
(2 POPs)

The three window configurations of the MWTV-prototype.

The viewer could fully operate the television with the menu system using the two menu-buttons and the little joystick of the remote control. With the menu-buttons a menu window was displayed in the lower right
corner of each configuration, as shown in figure 4. The menu system used pop-up windows. This implied
loosing a piece of the other windows. Therefore, the menu window was not used in this study.

Pop-up window

Figure 4.

Using the menu system.

We did only use one menu feature: While zapping inside a window, a small block was displayed inside that
window that indicated the current broadcast program. In this manner, feedback concerning the chosen
broadcast was given.
The remote control has the following functions: Select a window, zap inside a window, swap between two
windows, turn the sound on or off, turn the sound volume up or down and choose a window configuration.
The control consisted of three levels: Selecting a window configuration, selecting a window within the
window configuration and selecting a broadcast program within the window. The selection of a window
was done by moving a discrete cursor, i.e, a red dot, with a joystick to the desired window. Channels could
not be switched in the window that displayed the video recorder program. The remote control was adapted
from an existing CD-I remote control. Figure 5 shows the remote control.
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menu buttons

prog. up

3 window
configuration
buttons
sound selector
volume up/down

Figure 5.

The remote control used for the TV-based MWTV prototype.

The functions related to the buttons were:
VIEW:

Select window configuration. In case of selecting configuration 1, the program of the
large window would stay on display. The selection is circular.

FS :

Select configuration no. 1 (Full Screen) and the program of the selected window
would stay on display.

SWAP:

Put the program of the selected small window in the large window and select the
large window.

joystick:

Control the cursor.

menu buttons:

Control the menu system.

Program up (+):

Next broadcast channel inside the selected window.

Program down(-):

Previous broadcast channel inside the selected window.

SOUND:

Toggle the sound of the selected window on or off.

volume up (+):

Tum the volume of the speaker of the system up.

volume down (-):

Tum the volume of the speaker of the system down.
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2.2 The PC-based prototype multiwindow system
A special video signal processing board for a PC was developed at the Philips Research Laboratories. This
multiwindow prototype system was used as an experimental platform at the IPO. Figure 6 gives a schematic representation of the system. Eight video recorders (VCRl to VCR8) were connected to the video
memory of the special board. The computer program controlled the video memory. The final image was
situated in the video memory and displayed on the computer monitor. Up to eight videosources could be
displayed in nine windows on the computer monitor

VCR1---~

<

0:
(1)
0

3(1)
VCR 81-------l

-------11•~ computer

5

)

-<

computer program
Figure 6.

monitor

I

Configuration of the PC-based multi window prototype.

The user interface for this PC-based prototype was developed at the IPO. It has three basic window configurations that are shown in figure 7. The number in a window corresponds to the number of the connected
video recorder; the large C in a window stands for a changeable connection. For example, in window configuration no. 2, the large window was connected to one of the video recorders and a grey block was displayed at the corresponding POP window (i.e., due to the fact that the system could not display the same
video recorder information twice). The large S represents a still picture that was displayed at the ninth window, because eight video sources was the maximum for the system.
The prototype system offered three basic window configurations, as shown in figure 7:

Configuration 1:

This window configuration initially displayed one large window. The viewer could
open and close PIP windows to a maximum of four. The viewer could select a PIP
window to swap that PIP window with the large window or to close that PIP window. In this way different configurations were possible. The viewer could select all
windows in order to zap 1 or to switch to configuration 2 or configuration 3. The
audio came always from the large window.

Configuration 2:

This window configuration, Border-POPs, displayed one large and 9 small windows, i.e., 9 POP windows. Fr.om this configuration the viewer could switch to configuration 1 or configuration 3. The viewer could select a POP window in order to
swap the program from the POP window with the large window. In case of switching to configuration 1, the program in the large window would stay on display. The
audio came always from the large window.

1. Actually, the viewer selected one of the video recorder inputs. To the viewer this seemed to be zapping.
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Configuration 3:

This window configuration, Mosaic, displayed 9 equally sized windows. The viewer
could select a window to listen to the audio of that window or to switch that window
to window configuration 1 or window configuration 2. The program of the selected
window would stay on display.

c

c

c

CONFIGURATION 1a (Full Screen)

IT]
@]
c

1

@]
IT]

CONFIGURATION 1e (4 PIPs)

Figure 7.

CONFIGURATION 1b (1 PIP)

3

2

c
CONFIGURATION 2 (Border-POPs)

c

CONFIGURATION 1c (2 PIPs)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

s

@]

CONFIGURATION 1d (3 PIPS)

CONFIGURATION 3 (Mosaic)

The seven basic window configurations of the PC-based prototype.

The remote control has the following functions: Select a window, zap inside a window, swap between two
windows, choose a window configuration and open/close PIP windows. The control consisted of three levels: Selecting or changing a window configuration, selecting a window and selecting a broadcast program.
The selection of a window was done by pushing buttons to move a discrete cursor, i.e., a white border, to
the desired window. The remote control was adapted from an existing TV remote control. Figure 8 shows
the remote control.
end of task button
3window
configuration ~
buttons

4 cursor buttons -

Figure 8.

D EB 1!13
•
• • --cf!--

m

m

GI

T

mm.&.

swap button

- p r o g. up/down

G

The remote control used for the PC-based MWTV prototype.
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The functions related to the buttons were:
D

Select window configuration no. 1.

Ell

Select window configuration no. 2.

!m

Select window configuration no. 3.

SWAP:

Exchange the program of the selected small window with the program of the large
window.

cursor buttons:

Control the cursor.

Program down(-):

In case of configuration 1: Channel down inside the selected window.
In case of configuration 2: Channel down inside the large window.
In case of configuration 3: Window down, as shown in figure 9.

Program up(+):

In case of configuration 1: Channel up inside the selected window.
In case of configuration 2: Channel down inside the large window.
In case of configuration 3: Window up.

OPEN:

Open a PIP window and select the PIP window.

CLOSE:

Close the selected PIP window and select the previous PIP window.

Figure 9.

)

Selecting windows with the (-) button.

)
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3

Methods

The two different prototype systems that were available were used for two experiments. Experiment 1 was
carried out with a TV-based prototype at the Philips Research Laboratories. Experiment 2 was carried out
with a PC-based prototype at the IPO. In both experiments, information about the behavior and attitude of
the user was obtained. In the second experiment additional information about the preferences of users for
window configurations was obtained and about planning what to watch was obtained. The experiments
consisted of the following parts:

1.

Users' television watching behavior (both experiments)

2.

Users' appraisal of the multi window television concept for television watching (both experiments)

3.

Preferences of users for window configurations (only experiment 2)

4.

Viewers' planning behavior (only experiment 2)

We will first discuss the subjects that participated in the experiments, than the settings and organization of
both experiments and finally the procedures.

3.1 The subjects
Ten subjects (three female, seven male) participated in experiment 1. Sixteen subjects (eight female, eight
male) participated in the experiment 2. They were paid 25 guilders for their participation. All subjects had
the Dutch nationality. They were selected on the basis of three criteria: gender, age and education. Half of
the subjects was male and half was female to control for gender bias. The generation between 20 and 30
years of age with a high education was chosen because they represent a group that is a potential target end
user population for an interactive TV product.
The subjects were drawn from the subjects pool of the IPO and recruited from vocational schools in the
area (MBO in Dutch). All subjects were between 19 and 31 years old, the mean age was 23.8 years. In all,
17 students (six vocational and 11 college level) and nine graduates (five vocational and four college level)
participated. The following properties of the subjects concerning the use of television sets and video
recorders, were obtained by means of two questionnaires (appendix C and appendix E):
Television (n=26) : 22 subjects owned a television set. The average length of ownership was 7.9 years.
They watched on average 2.9 hours per day. 24 subjects watched television as long as they could remember. Planning what to watch before turning the television on, was always done by two subjects, often by 17
subjects, sometimes by seven subjects and never by none of the subjects. Fifteen subjects had a television
with a remote control (RC). They used the RC regularly to change channels or to control the sound. Two of
the subjects owned a television that had the Picture in Picture function 1. One subjects used the PIP function
often and the other subject never used it.
TV watching habits (n=l6): The subjects watched up to 7.6 channels on average per week and 2.8 channels
on average per day. Most of the TV watching occurred during the evenings, i.e., 2.1 hours average.

1. With the PIP function a second program is displayed in a small window inside the first program.
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Video recorder (n=26): 13 subjects owned a video recorder (VCR). The average length of ownership was
3.7 years. 24 subjects regularly used a VCR: 14 subjects used it for 3.6 hours a week on average, nine subjects used it for 2.1 hours a month on average and one subject did not respond. 17 subjects used a remote
control with their VCR.
Using the video recorder (n=24) : The major reasons for using the VCR were in order of importance: to
record a program, to play a rental or bought video tape, to play a self-recorded program and to use the VCR
as a television tuner.
Recording a program (n=l 8): The main reasons for recording a program were in order of importance: not
possible to watch the program at broadcast-time, watching another program at the same time, owning the
program and recording the program for somebody else.

3.2 Setting of the experiments
Watching television is considered a leisure activity, consequently for both experiments a living room situation was simulated.

)

3.2.1 Setting of experiment 1
Figure 10 shows the living room like arrangement during the experiment. The subject was seated in the
right chair and the experimenter in the left chair. The screen of the MWTV prototype was placed in front of
the chairs. A small clip-on microphone was used by the subject and a large microphone was placed on
table 1 in front of the subject. Six instruction cards for the tasks were placed on table 1. The furnishing and
the lighting were adapted to a living room situation. The subjects were offered coffee, tea or soft drinks.
The equipment necessary for the prototype was hidden behind curtains. The two television tuners of the
prototype system were connected to a broadcast receiver. During the afternoon, 1 Dutch broadcast (Nederland 3) and 3 German broadcasts (ARD, ZDF and WDR) were transmitting television programs. During
the evening 5 Dutch broadcasts (Nederland 1, Nederland 2, Nederland 3, BRTl, BRT2) and 3 German
broadcasts (ARD, ZDF, WDR) were available. The video recorder played the same cartoon movie ("Astrix
en de helden") for each subject.

)
A camcorder was used to record the events on the screen.

3.2.2 Setting of experiment 2
Figure 11 shows the living room like arrangement during the second experiment. The subject was seated in
the right chair and the experimenter in the left chair. The screen of the MWTV prototype was placed in
front of the chairs. A large microphone was placed on table 1 in front of the subject. The 16 instruction
cards for the tasks were placed on table 1 and the 16 window configuration cards were placed on table 2.
The furnishing and the lighting were adapted to a living room situation. The subjects were offered coffee,
tea or soft drinks.
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The setting for experiment 2.
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Eight VHS video recorders and a PC were installed below a table left of the prototype. Video recordings
were made from Nederland 1, Nederland 2, MTV, RLT+, Filmnet, Discovery and RTL4. These video
recordings were shown on the MWTV prototype. The video film of Astrix and Obelix, used in the first
experiment, was offered as the eight choice. In this way a broadcast configuration that resembled a broadcast situation at prime time was created. The programs offered by Discovery and Filmnet were subtitled, so
six Dutch, two English and one German broadcast(s) were available with their prime time programs.
The same video recordings were used for each session. Two cameras and two microphones were used to
record parts of the sessions.

3.3 Part 1: Watching tasks
The first part of the experiments investigated how users performed while interacting with the TV-based
prototype. The interaction was based on the execution of predetermined tasks that were designed to investigate the user interaction in different watching situations. This section describes the organization of the
tasks and the measurements of interest for this part of the experiment.

)

3.3.1 Tasks for the TV-based prototype system
For the first experiment six different user tasks were designed. The tasks differed regarding the end-situation that had to be achieved. Two type of tasks were distinguished: closed and open-ended tasks. A closed
task had a well-defined unambiguous goal state. An open-ended task had an ill-defined goal state. In the
task several solutions were possible and the subject was free to decide the end result. The tasks were also
varied with regards to the number of programs that had to be manipulated. Each task was written on a separate card and placed on table 1.
Table 2 shows these tasks organized according to task-type and number of programs. Table 1 gives a short
description of the user tasks. Appendix A lists the instructions.

Table 1: Tasks for experiment 1
Task
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Description

1

Setup the television as shown on the picture. Watch the available programs and pick the nicest program. Watch this program for a while.

2

Setup the television as shown on the picture. Watch the available programs and describe the programs that are shown.

3

Search a Dutch and a German channel. Setup the television as shown on the picture. Watch the
Dutch channel and switch over to the German channel as soon as there is something interesting at
the German channel.

4

Setup the television as shown on the picture. Watch the available programs and pick the nicest program. Watch this program for a while.

5

Setup the television as shown on the picture. Watch the cartoon and take care of what is broadcasted on ZDF and WDR. Answer the following questions: What happens in the cartoon? How
many different people are in the picture on ZDF and WDR in total?

6

Setup the television as shown on the picture. Watch the available programs and pick the two nicest
programs. Follow what happens in both programs.

)

Table 2: Task assignment for experiment 1
Task type

open-ended

closed

Number of programs
One

Task 1, Task 4

Two
Three
All

3.3.2 Tasks for the PC-based prototype system
The tasks designed for experiment 2 were comparable to the tasks of experiment 1 with regards to type of
task and number of programs. They were, however, adapted to suit the specifics of the user interface and
the broadcast situation of the PC-prototype. Eight different user tasks were designed. Each tasks was written on a separate card (called the instruction card) and was preceded by a setup card, showing one window
at full screen. Table 3 gives a short description of the user tasks. Table 2 shows these tasks organized
according to task-type and number of programs. Appendix B lists the instructions.

Table 3: Tasks for experiment 2
Task

Description

1

Watch the available programs, count the number of nice programs you see and tell which programs you like ~

2

Find MTV, watch the program "Full Screen" (as large as possible) for a while, and tell what
happens.

3

Watch all available programs and pick the two programs you like most, watch both programs for a while, and tell what happens.

4

Watch Discovery channel and follow RTL4 and MTV to see what they broadcast. Answer the
following questions: Which programs are RTL4 and MTV currently broadcasting? What is
happening on Discovery?

5

Watch all the available programs and pick the program you like the most. Watch the program
"Full Screen" (as large as possible) for a while, and tell what happens.

6

Watch all available programs and count the number of sport programs.

7

Watch the available programs and pick the program you like the most. Watch that program
and meanwhile look for two other programs you like. Tell when you have found them.

8

Look for a Dutch and a German channel. Watch the Dutch channel and switch to the German
channel as soon as there is something interesting at the German channel.
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Table 4: Task assignment for experiment 2
Task type

open-ended

closed

Number of programs
One

Task5

Task2

Two

Task3

Task8

Three

Task 7

Task4

All

Task 1

Task6

3.3.3 Data
In experiment one, the screen of the TV and the voice of the subject were video and audio taped during the
session. In experiment two, the screen of the PC monitor, the face of the subject and the voice of the subJ2·ect1w1ere vid~o taped. In bothdexperiments video and audio data were obtained. In addition, in experiment
, a user actions were 1ogge .

)

3.4 Part 2: Appraisal of the MWTV concept
The second part of the experiment assessed the user's appraisal of the MWTV concept. In the first experiment, two methods were used: a questionnaire and a semi-structured interview. In the second experiment,
two methods were used: a questionnaire and an open interview. In both experiments, the living room environment was used. This section describes the questionnaire, the interviews and the measurements of interest.

3.4.1 The attitude questionnaire
The questionnaire used in both experiments consisted of 10 questions that addressed the attitude of the subjects. The questions were structured as attitude statements subjects could agree or disagree with. Appendix
D shows the questionnaire for the first experiment. In the second experiment the same questionnaire was
used, but the words 'three windows' were substituted with 'nine windows'. In table 5 an english translation of the 10 statements is given for experiment 2.

)
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Table 5: English translation of the attitude statements
Attitude statement

Number
1

You can watch two programs at the same time with a nine window television

2

With a nine window television a VCR would be superfluous

3

If a nine window television was a little more expensive than a conventional one I
would buy it

4

With a nine window television they can always find a good program

5

The nine window television looks like a computer

6

With a nine window television I can switch channels better

7

Viewing more than one program is not clever/ useful

8

If there were 500 channels, I would buy a nine window television

9

With a nine window television I have a better overview

10

With a nine window television I will still miss the beginning of a program

3.4.2 The interviews
In the first experiment the semi-structured interview consisted of questions that addressed the:
•

Window configurations of the prototype (size, position, etc.)

•

System operation

•

Separation of sound and image

•

Teletext

•

Windows swapping

•

Attention

•

Menu

The interview session of experiment 1 was video taped. The responses were written down by the experimenter, tabulated and categorized into advantages, disadvantages and suggestions. In the second experiment the subjects were asked to list advantages, disadvantages and suggestions about the prototype and the
concept of multiwindow television and to write these down on a piece of paper.
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3.5 Part 3: Window configuration preferences
One of our aims in experiment 2 was to find out what type of window configuration viewers might prefer
in different situations of watching TV. Sixteen different window configurations were made. These configurations differed with respect to the number of windows, and zapping in the window. These configurations
were shown on 4x4 cards in a subject unique order. They were presented for ten different TV watching situations. The subjects were seated in the living room at the left chair before the large table. On that table the
window configurations were presented as paper models.
In figure 12 the window configurations are shown. Grey windows can not be zapped. White windows can
be zapped.

D E±JCI OJ
no. 13
Figure 12.

no.2

no.3

no.4

no.5

no.6

no.8

no.9

no. 10

no. 11

no. 12

no. 14

t::I Cl
no. 15

no. 16

Legend

D

Zappable window

(Ii

Not zappable window

The 16 window configurations.

The 10 watching situations were presented on paper to the subject in a fixed order. Table 6 gives the
description of the 10 situations. Appendix G lists the instructions. The 10 situations were divided into two
groups:
l) Selecting a program from 100 different broadcasts
2) Selecting a program from seven different broadcasts
Situation one to three belonged to the first group and situation seven to ten to the second group.
Subjects were presented with these 10 situations and the 16 window configurations. They were asked to
select their preferred window configurations and to rank their first three choices on a three point scale.
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Table 6: English description of the 10 situations
Situation

Description

1

"Suppose you want to watch television, but you haven't decided what to watch. Which layouts
seem useful to you?"

2

"Suppose you are watching a nice program. You like the program, but you wonder if there is anything better at this moment. Which layouts seem useful to you to find a program you like better?"

3

"Suppose you had heard from somebody that at this moment somewhere a nice program starts.
The problem is, you don't know where and when precisely. Which layouts seem useful to find this
program?"

4

"Suppose you want to watch television, but you haven't decided what to watch. Which layouts
seem useful to you to choose within your favorite broadcasts?"

5

"Suppose you are watching a nice program. You like the program, but you wonder if there is anything better at this moment. Which layouts seem useful to you to find easily a nicer program?"

6

"Suppose you know that within a few minutes a program starts. While you are waiting you are
watching another program. Which layouts seem useful to you to follow the beginning of the other
program?"

7

"Suppose you want to watch one program. Which layouts seem useful to you?

8

"Suppose you want to know what is broadcasted on your favorite broadcasts. Which layouts seem
useful to you to get an overview?"

9

"Suppose you can't choose between two programs. Which layouts seem useful to you to see both
programs?"

10

"Suppose you heard from somebody that at this moment at one of your favorite channels a film
you like starts. The problem is, you don't know where and when precisely. Which layouts seem
useful to you to find this out?"

3.6 Part 4: Planning behavior
The multiwindow television concept offers the possibility to look for programs in a different way. By asking subjects how they plan which programs to watch, more information about the currently planning can be
obtained. The planning aspects were only addressed in experiment two.
The subjects were asked to answer the following series of questions:
•

What do you do, before turning on the television?

•

How do you usually plan which program(s) to watch?

•

If you tum on the television, what do you do? In case of a clear goal? In case of no goal?

•

Can you tell how you decide which program to watch?

•

Does this depend on your mood?

•

When a program has ended or isn't interesting anymore, what do you do next?

•

And what do you do when a program you like starts within 15 minutes?
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•

Do you zap (is it easy to switch channels on your TV)?

•

How frequently do you zap on one evening? Never, 1 to 4, 5 to 10 or more than 10 times?

•

Why do you zap?

3.7 Procedure
The experiments were conducted with one subject per session. The sessions lasted from 1.5 to 3 hours, 2
hours on average.

3.7.1 Procedure experiment 1
System: The starting position of the prototype was window configuration 1, with the video sources A, B
and Aux connected to the large window, the upper side window and the lower side window respectively.
The menu system window was turned off.
Introduction (20-30 minutes): The introduction consisted of a short personal introduction, an explanation
of the setting and asking permission to video tape. The objectives of the experiment were explained. The
subject was asked to fill out a short questionnaire (appendix C), concerning age, gender, education, use of
televisions and video recorders. After the subject had finished this questionnaire, the experimenter
explained the procedure and goals of the experiment. The prototype and the remote control were demonstrated. The following functions were explicitly explained:
•

Select one of the three window configurations

•

Select a window

•

Switch channels in a window

•

Swap a small window with a large window

•

Select the sound source

•

Change the sound volume

Window properties, such as, no zapping possible in the window connected to the VCR were explained. The
menu system for operating the prototype was not introduced, because this was considered too difficult.
During and after the instruction, subjects were asked to try the prototype system until they were sure they
could use it.
Tasks (25-45 minutes): The procedure for carrying out the tasks consisted of: Take an instruction card
from the pile on the table, read the instruction out loud, carry out the task, tell when the task is done and
take the instruction card for the next task from the pile. The su~jects were asked to think-aloud while working on the task and to ask for help if necessary. The subjects were asked to start as soon as the experimenter
gave the start signal. The video recording started at the same time. During the task, the experimenter took
notes.
Attitude questionnaire (5-10 minutes): After finishing the TV tasks, the subjects were asked to fill in the
attitude questionnaire. The subjects were also asked to comment on the list, with regards to advantages and
disadvantages of and suggestions for the MWTV concept. The responses were video taped. After finishing
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the attitude statements list, a short break was taken and refreshments were offered.

Demo and interview (20-45 minutes): After the break a demo was given to present the full possibilities of
the prototype, including the menu system. The subjects were asked to comment on the functionality. The
comments were video taped. After the demo, a semi-structured interview (10 to 30 minutes) was held. The
subjects were asked to give advantages and disadvantages of the system and to give other comments. They
were also asked to comment on the topics that were addressed on the attitude questionnaire.

3.7.2 Procedure experiment 2
System: The starting position of the prototype was window configuration 1 with all PIP windows closed.
The eight video recorders were started.
Introduction (20-45 minutes): With exception of the introduction to the prototype, the same introduction
as the first experiment was used, i.e., explain setting, explain objectives, explain the prototype, fill in questionnaire, try the prototype.
The following functions were addressed:
•

Select one of the three window configurations

•

Select a window, for each window configuration

•

Switch channels inside a window, for each window configuration

•

Swap a small window with a large window, for each window configuration

•

Open and close a PIP window

Tasks (20-50 minutes): The procedure for carrying out the tasks consisted of: Take a set up card from the
pile, set up the TV, take an instruction card from the pile, read the instruction out loud, carry out the task,
press the end of task button when the task is done and take the next set up card from the pile. The subject
was asked to think-aloud while working on the task and to ask for help if necessary. The subject was asked
to start as soon as the experimenter gave the start signal. The video recording started at the same time.

Appraisal (20-30 minutes): After finishing the tasks, the subject was asked to fill in the attitude statements
questionnaire and the tv watching list. After finishing, a short break was taken and refreshments were
offered. During the break, the subjects were interviewed (5 minutes) with regards to their planning behavior. The experimenter used a fill-in form to write down the answers.
Interview (5-30 minutes): After the break the subjects were asked to sit at the large table and to write
down advantages and disadvantages of the system and to write down other comments. The experimenter
was seated in an adjacent room.
Window configuration preferences (10-15 minutes): The experimenter explained the setting and the procedure. The procedure consisted of: Read a situation, watch the 16 window configurations, choose one to
three window configurations, rank the selected window configurations and read the next situation. The
experimenter wrote down the answers and asked the subject to explain the choices.
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4

Results

The results of the experiments are given in three parts: TV watching tasks, attitude questionnaire and interview. For the analysis of the results of the TV watching tasks, a method was developed to code the video
protocols. The first paragraph describes this method.

4.1 Coding categories for task analysis
Two categories were distinguished to code the video tapes: window configurations on the screen and subject's actions. Each category consisted of parts that could be coded. Table 7 gives an overview of these two
coding categories.
The window configuration represent the initial states and the end states of the TV watching tasks that were
carried out. Eight configurations were distinguished: The prototype system of experiment 1 supported two
of those configurations, i.e., Full Screen and 2 POPs. The prototype system of experiment 2 supported all
configurations except 2 POPs. The configurations are:
1) Full Screen:

one window up at full screen

2) 2 POPs:

one large window and two side POP windows up

3) 1 PIP:
4) 2 PIPs:

one large window and one PIP window up

5) 3 PIPs:

one large window and three PIP windows up
one large window and four PIP windows up

6) 4 PIPs:

one large window and two PIP windows up

7) Border-POPs: one large window and 9 POP windows up
8) Mosaic:

nine equally sized windows up

The subject actions represent the observable actions that were carried out during the tasks. The prototype
system of experiment 1 supported all the actions. The prototype system of experiment 2 did not support the
'Set Sound' action. The actions are:
1) Configure:

Change the current window configuration

2) Select window:

Position the cursor on a window

3) Zap:

Switch channels up or down within the window

4) Swap:

Exchange the broadcast programs between the side window and the large window

5) Set Sound:

Set the selected window as the sound source

The coding system was used to analyze the video tapes for each subject for each task. All instances of the
coding components and their order were tabulated. A flow diagram representation was used to represent
the results of the coding.
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Table 7: Labels and symbols for coding the video data.
action

symbol

Initial- or end window configurations and their symbols

1)

I

Select Win.

I

2)

I

Configure

I

3)

c

Zap

4) (

Swap

5) (

Sound

J

J
J

=Full Screen

=3 PIP

=2 POPs

=4 PIP

= 1 PIP

=Mosaic

=2 PIP

= Border-POPs

)
P = a broadcast program

The flow diagram consists of an initial state, a goal state and the actions that are used by the subjects to go
from the initial state to the goal state. The initial states and the goal states are represented by the window
configurations. In tasks 1, 2, 4 and 6 of experiment 1, the initial state was given by the task assignment. In
task 3 and 5 the initial state was determined by the end state of the previous task. In tasks 1, 3, 4 and 5 of
experiment 1 and in tasks 2 and 5 of experiment 2, the end state was given by the task assignment.
The flow diagrams consist of:
•
•
•

rectangles to represent the window configurations and the actions that were carried out with the windows,
rounded rectangles to represent the actions that adjust the programs,
arrows to indicate the transitions and the direction between actions.

The numbers on the arrows reflect the number of times the subjects used the transitions. The thickness of
the arrows is proportional to the number of times the transition was made by all subjects. The elements of
the flow diagram are always at the same place to facilitate comparisons between tasks. Figure 13 gives at
the right an example of a flow diagram. The layout of the flow diagram from top to bottom is: Initial states,
window manipulation actions, program manipulation actions and end states. First, the initial state is represented as a grey rectangle (2 POPs). Second the window manipulation actions are represented as rectangles
(Select Wind. and Configure). Third, the program manipulation actions are represented as rounded rectangles (Swap, Zap and Sound). Fourth, the end states are represented as grey rectangles.
Figure 13 gives an example of the coding and corresponding flow diagram of a task for two subjects in
case of the first experiment. The numbers at the top of the diagram correspond with the number of subjects
leaving an initial state with an action. The numbers at the bottom of the diagram correspond with the number of subjects reaching an end state after an action. The number of arrows and their thickness represent the
number of action transitions.
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Subject A:
Initial state: 2 POPs
1) Select window
2) Sound
End state: 2 POPs
Subject B:
Initial state: 2 POPs
1) Select window
2) Configure, 1 window up
3)Zap
4) Sound
5) Select window
6) Swap
End state: Full Screen

Figure 13.
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Initial states

I

Configure
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Window
manipulations
Program
manipulations

End states

An example of how a flow diagram is made from the coding.

4.2 Flow diagrams
The flow diagrams of experiment 1 are shown in figure 14. The flow diagrams of experiment 2 are shown
in figure 15. The number of programs to be searched and/or watched, i.e., one, two, three or all programs,
is shown at the left and the type of task, i.e., open-ended and closed, is shown at the top of the figure. The
number of the task assignment is given at bottom right comer of the flow diagram.
For example, the diagram of the open-ended one and three programs tasks of experiment 2 can be
described as followed :
Description of task 5:
'Watch all the available programs and pick the program you like the most. Watch the program "Full
Screen" (as large as possible) for a while, and tell what happens."
Description of the diagram of task 5:
14 subjects had Full Screen and one subject 1PIP as initial state. After the initial state, the majority
of the subjects configured, selected a window, configured and reached the Full Screen end state.
Description of task 7:
"Watch the available programs and pick the program you like the most. Watch that program and
meanwhile look for two other programs you like. Tell when you have found them."
Description of the diagram of task 7:
All subjects had Full Screen as initial state. After the initial state, the majority of the subjects configured and selected a window. After they selected a window the majority configured again, swapped or
zapped. 12 subjects ended after the Swap or Zap action, and three subjects ended after the Select
window or Configure action. Nine subjects reached the 2PIPs end state, five subjects the BorderPOPs end state and one subject the 1PIP end state.
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The flow diagrams of the two experiments show:
•

•
•
•

•

The number of action transitions is substantially higher in experiment 1 and 2 in tasks that involved
dealing with two and three programs, than for the tasks that involved dealing with one or with all
programs.
The number of action transitions is higher for the closed tasks than for the open-ended tasks in
experiment 1 and in experiment 2.
In experiment 2, with the two, three and all program tasks, the number of windows in the end configuration equals the number of programs to be watched.
In experiment 1, most subjects started with selecting a window followed by swapping, zapping or set
sound.
In experiment 2, most subjects started with configuring followed by selecting a window and configuring again.

The last two points can be explained by the initial states given by the prototypes in both experiments. In
experiment 1 the given initial state consisted of three windows. The subjects could start with selecting a
window. In experiment 2 the initial state was always one window up, so the subjects could not start with
selecting a window.

)

4.2.1 Between the diagrams
The difference between the diagrams and the correspondences are described by the level of action. Two
levels of actions are possible:
•
•

Window level: between Select window and Configure.
Program level: between Zap, Swap and Set sound.

In experiment 1, more actions take place at the program level than at the window level. The majority of the
action transitions at the window level are directed towards the Select window action.
In experiment 2, more action transitions take place at the window level than at the program level. Furthermore, more actions take place at the program level for the closed tasks that involve two or three programs
than for the open-ended tasks with two or three programs.

4.2.2 Sum of actions
The total number of actions that occurred per task for all subjects were tabulated. These totals are shown in
table 8 for experiment 1 and in table 9 for experiment 2. The number of programs to be watch, the type of
task and the task assignment number is listed in the heading of the table.
First experiment: During task 1 and 4 the subjects had to search and watch one program, during task 3
and 6 two programs and during task 5 three programs. During task 2 all available programs had to be
watched.
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Table 8: Number of actions in first experiment
Task
Action

one
open
no. 1

one
open
no.4

two
closed
no.3

two
open
no.6

three
closed
no.5

all
closed
no.2

Window level actions

16

9

29

24

27

2

Program level actions

6

8

37

29

27

4

Total number of actions

22

17

66

53

54

6

Table 8 shows that:
•

The total number of actions for tasks that involve one program and all programs was lower than for
tasks that involve two and three programs.

•

The total number of actions for the all program task was the lowest.

•

The two programs task closed tasks had a higher total number of actions than the two programs
open-ended tasks (25% higher).

•

In general slightly more actions were at the program level than at the window level. Except for the
one programs tasks.

Second experiment: During tasks 2 and 5 the subjects had to search and watch one program, during tasks
3 and 8 two programs and during tasks 7 and 4 three programs. During tasks 1 and 6 all available programs
had to be watched.

Table 9: Number actions in second experiment

Action

one
closed
no. 2

one
open
no. 5

two
closed
no. 8

two
open
no.3

three
closed
no. 4

three
open
no. 7

all
closed
no. 6

all
open
no. 1

Window level actions

39

49

58

56

76

51

26

33

Program level actions

9

1

72

39

70

37

2

5

Total number of actions

48

50

130

95

146

88

28

38

Task

Table 9 shows that:
•

The total number of actions for tasks that involve one and all programs was lower than for the two
and three programs tasks.

•

The total number of actions for the all programs tasks were the lowest.

•

The closed two and three programs task had a higher total number of actions than the open-ended
two and three programs tasks (37% and 66%).

•

The number of actions at the window level was higher than at the program level. Except for the
closed two programs tasks.
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4.2.3 Problems
Problems encountered by subjects are classified in two groups:
1) intended actions of users that are not permitted by the user-interface
2) not intended actions of users
Evidence for these problems was obtained from user actions registered on the video tapes and the verbal
comments made by the subject. In experiment 2 logging data of the actions were collected in addition to
the video tape data. Only the problems that were unambiguous observed on the videotapes, verbal or
visual, or in the logging information were counted.
These problems occurred because of:
1) Different window properties
2) Ambiguous behavior of the remote control
3) Different swap function properties

Experiment 1
The following problems were observed:
-Trying to find the video movie in a window that was connected to the local broadcasting system ( 1 x)
-Trying to zap in the window that was connected to the video source (4).
-Using a wrong sequence of the View button and the FullScreen button on the remote control which
resulted in getting the wrong program in the Full Screen window configuration (5).
-Pressing the wrong button on the remote control (3).
-Trying to swap the large window with a small window (3).
Experiment 2
The following problems were observed:
-Trying to close the large window in a PIP window configuration (5 x).
-Trying to close the PIP window by pressing the 'Full Screen' button (18).
-Trying to swap the selected window by pressing the 'Full Screen' button (3).
-Getting the wrong program in the Full Screen configuration from the Border-POPs configuration' (7).
-Opening more PIP windows than intended (5).
-Trying to swap the large window with a side window (5).
-Trying to swap the selected window in the Mosaic configuration (6).
It appears that a MWTV system in which the windows are not identical in behavior is confusing, i.e., not
all windows permit zapping.
The remote control of the first prototype system made it possible to swap channels in two different ways:
1) pressing first the Full Screen button, followed by the View button.
2) use the Swap button.
The wrong sequence of buttons pressed in the first way, resulted in getting the wrong program in the large
window. Comparable problems occurred with the remote control of the second prototype system in the
Border-POPs configuration. Changing the configuration from Border-POPs into Full Screen resulted in
getting the wrong program at full screen.
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In the first experiment swapping could only be done in one direction. This uni.:directional behavior caused
problems. In the second experiment the same situation existed in the Border-POPs configuration. In the
configurations using PIP windows bi-directional swapping was offered.

4.3 Part 2: Appraisal
The second part of the experiments addressed the subjects' appraisal of the MWTV concept and the different representations of the concept in the prototype systems. In both experiment, three methods were used:
verbal comments, a questionnaire and an interview. In experiment 1 the verbal comments of subjects were
collected on the video tapes while they were carrying out the tasks and during the questionnaire. In experiment 2 only the verbal comments of the subjects were collected on the video tapes. The same attitude questionnaire was used in both experiments. It addressed 10 attitude statements and three remote control
appraisal questions. Also the same interview topics were used in the interview sessions for both experiments.

4.3.1 Verbal comments: experiment 1
The comments given by the subject during the tasks and while filling in the attitude questionnaire were collected. These data include comments by subjects while watching one or more programs with regards to the
different window configurations and the MWTV concept in general. In table 10 the verbalizations per subject are categorized in three groups: video, audio and window configuration. In the first column the context
of the comment, in the second column the comment and in the third column the subject's number is given
Video: Watching more than one program at the same time causes distractions. This is clearly an issue after
subjects have ended the program search and are watching programs. For example, one subject (S 1) wanted
to turn off the window(s) that were not looked at. Two subjects (S2, S6) stated that the window(s) were disturbing and one subject (S3) stated that it was not possible to follow the events in both programs. One subject (S2), however, said it was very well possible to watch three programs at the same time.
Audio: If a small window is the audio source, sound becomes an issue. One subject (S5) said that the attention automatically is drawn to the program with the sound, one subject (S 10) said a program is not watched
without the sound. According to another subject (S6) with sports programs sound could be set on another
program and both programs could be watched.
Window configuration: Window configuration concerns the size of the POP/PIP windows and POP versus PIP windows, i.e., the size of the side windows and the number of side windows. There is no clear
opinion about a preference for a window configuration with large POP windows or for small POP windows. One subject (S6) stated that the large POP windows should be smaller in order to be non disturbing.
One subject (S3) stated that the large POP windows are big enough and one subject (S2) stated that the
large POP windows are more enjoyable to watch than the small POP windows.
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Table 10: Categorized verbal comments of the first experiment

Watching two
programs during task 6

"Nou, zou ik gewoon voor mezelf die onderste,..rechtsonder, die zou ik eruit
halen .. omdat ik dat teveel vind afteiden."
"Nou stoort het onderste beeld wel, vind ik."

2

"Ja, eigenlijk een beetje onduidelijk water gebeurt ... Ja, beetje onduidelijk vind
ik. Ja!"

3

Finished task
2 in window
configuration 2

"(Op zich, 1 opmerking, dat komt misschien straks ook wel.) Als je tennis nu echt wilt
volgen, dan stoort die, eh, die rechter twee windows die storen een beetje. Die zouden
kleiner kunnen . "

6

Finished task
5 in window
configuration 2

"Nou, dat is best in de gaten te houden. Ja, met dit beeld wel...Met die kleintjes wordt
het volgens mij moeilijker. (experimenter: "Probeer 't dan .. ".) .. (window configuration 3 is chosen) .. .Ja! Vind ik van wel. Op zich we! prettiger kijken, denk ik. Niet
zo afgeleid."

2

Finished task
2 in window
configuration 2

"Ja, het is een beetje vreemd, omdat het geluid dat je hoort verwacht je eigenlijk bij het
grote scherm .. Terwijl het het kleine scherm is. Eigenlijk ga je, ja, ik weet niet of het zo
is, maar ga je misschien automatisch kijken naar waar het geluid, eh, naar het beeld
waar het geluid bij hoort .. "

5

Watching two
programs during task 6

"Ik kijk alleen maar naar 't grote, eigenlijk. Ja, misschien als ik 't geluid hierbij zet, dat
ge dan wel daar gaat kijken ... (zet 't geluid erbij) ..Zonder geluid, dan volgt ge ' t
toch niet, he?

10

(experimenter "le probeert ze nu beide te volgen? ") "Ja! .... Maar op zich, eh, vind

6

ik het best !astig. Het gesprokene moetje natuurlijk we!, eh, blijven volgen ... Op zich
zou je kunnen zeggen, als je dan tennis of sport volgt, waarbij het commentaar niet zo
interessant is. Waarbij je toch gewoon kunt zien, vaak de score in beeld komt. Oat je
dan net zo goed 't geluid van een ander programma, dat je ook wilt volgen, effe kijken
wanneer er zich iets interessants voordoet, kunt, eh, 't geluid beter daar op kunt zetten."

Watching two
programs during task 6

"En ik .. , ja! Ik ben toch gewend dat de kijkrichting van rechtsonder heb naar linksboven. Ik vind dat heel irritant dat de beeldjes aan de rechterkant zitten"

Finished task
. "Oja? Ik vond deze 't fijnst. (window configuration 3) .. Dit vind ik .... Dan zijn die
2 in window
andere twee onduidelijk: dan kan ik Bert en Ernie niet zo goed zien ... Nee, dan zie je niet
configuration 2 eens wat het is eigenlijk".

3

4.3.2 Verbal comments: experiment 2
The comments given by the subject during the tasks were collected. These data include comments by subjects while watching one or more programs with regards to the different window configurations and the
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MWTV concept in general. In table 11 the verbalizations are categorized by three groups: video, window
configuration and zapping. The same layout as in the previous table is used.
Video: Watching more than one program at the same time causes distractions, just as in experiment one.
For example, six subjects (S2, SS, Sll, S12, S14, S15) stated that it was difficult to attend more than one
program. They indicated as causes not being able to hear the sounds of two programs, the unequal size of
the windows and the size of the side window(s). However, two subject (S 1, S2) first said it was possible to
attend two programs, but they changed their opinion later on.
Window configuration: Window configuration concerns the preferred size of windows, the number of
windows and the number of window configurations of the prototype system. Five subjects (S 1, S9, S 11,
S 13, S 15, S 16) said they could not see which channel was displayed inside the windows. One subject (S 13)
said the Mosaic window configuration was preferred, because the other window configurations had windows that were too small. One subject (S 10) asked if it was possible to move PIP windows.
Zapping: The prototype system offered other possibilities to zap than the 'old-fashioned' zapping. One
subject (S 1) said a PIP window was very useful to switch channels in. One subject 4 stated that it was
quicker to 'zap' with the Mosaic window configuration than 'old-fashioned' zapping in one window and
that he/she was used to a representation of channels by number.

4.3.3 Attitude questionnaire
Tabulation of the answers to the attitude questionnaires are given in histograms. For experiment 1 the histogram is given in appendix H and for experiment 2 in appendix I. Five response categories were used:
strongly agree, agree, don't know, disagree and strongly disagree. These categories were collapsed into
three: agree, don't know and disagree. In table 12 a short description of the attitude statements and the
results for the both experiments are shown. The results of the first experiment are listed in the left columns
and for the second experiment in the right column. All subjects responded.
First experiment: 80% agreed to the statement they can watch two programs at the same time and 90%
agreed to the statement they have a better overview with a three window television. 80% disagreed to the
statement that watching more than one program is not clever or useful, 70% disagreed to the statement they
will still miss the beginning of a program and 100% disagreed to the statement a video recorder would
become superfluous. 80% agreed to the statement they can switch channels better and 70% disagreed to the
statement they can always find a good program with a three window television. To the statement they
would buy a three window television 60% stated 'don't know' if it would be a little more expensive than a
conventional television and 60% agreed to buying if there were 500 channels available. 90% disagreed to
the statement the three window television resembles a computer.
Second experiment: 63% disagreed to the statement they can watch two programs at the same time and
63% agreed to the statement that watching more than one program is not clever or useful. 94% agreed to
the statement they have a better overview with a three window television, 44% disagreed to the statement
they will still miss the beginning of a program and 100% disagreed to the statement a video recorder would
become superfluous. 63% agreed to the statement they can switch channels better and 69% disagreed to the
statement they can always find a good program with a three window television. To the statement they
would buy a three window television 56% agreed, if it would be a little more expensive than a conven-
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Table 11: Categorized verbal comments of the second experiment

Watching during task 3 in 1
PIP configuration

"Kijk, en als we dan, van eh, Allo Allo naar MTV willen, dan hoeven we
alleen maar even te swappen en dan kunnen we ze in de gaten houden, alle
twee .../... Ja, en op het moment dat ik naar het beeldje van MTV zit te
kijken, dan kan ik Allo Allo niet meer volgen ... "
"Nou, dit is opzich wel goed te volgen zo, deze beide beelden."

2

"Probeer ik maar een beetje te wisselen, dat ik van allebei wat kan volgen.
..Je kunt alleen niet van twee tegelijk het geluid volgen, dus ..... zou ook niet
te volgen zijn."

5

"Ja maar, je kunt zo niet volgen water gebeurt, omdat je bij die andere 't
geluid niet hoort, dus"

11

"Nou, 'tis niet echt..tegelijk te volgen, omdat, eh, .. voor allebei geluid nodig
hebt. En omdat 1 beeld kleiner is dan de andere."

14

"Wel moeilijk om ze allebei .. echt te volgen."

15

Watching PIP during task 7
in 2 PIPs configuration

" .. alhoewel jeer weinig van kan volgen in zo'n klein beeldje!"

2

Watching during task 3 in
Border-POPs configuration

"Maar deze beeldjes, die eromheen zijn, vind ik erg klein, dus, eh, het is dan
moeilijk om twee programma's tegelijk te volgen."

12

Search in PIP window during task 4

"Moeilijk te zien, is dat RTL4 ?"

Watching during task 4 in 2
PIPs configuration

"Toch vind ik het nogal een onrustig beeld zo, met die, eh, drie beeldjes,
opzich. En het neemt toch een vrij groot deel van je, eh, beeld in. Ook omdat
' teen beetje in 't midden zit, zeg maar."

2

Watching PIP window during task 3 in 1 PIP configuration

" ..wat ie zegt..kan ik niet lezen."

9

Search during taks 4 in
Border-POPs configuration

"lk probeer dus MTV te krijgen. Hoe doe ik dat? Ik weet niet eens welke 't
is, van die kleintjes."

9

Watching PIP window during task 3 in 1 PIP configuration

"Ik kan 'm niet verschuiven, he?"

10

Search in PIP during task 4

"Kan RTL niet vinden"

11

Search during task 4
in Mosaic configuration

"Ik zoek even de 9 zenders op, die vind ik iets duidelijker. Ik vind die
kleintjes .... zijn een beetje moeilijk om te zien."

13

Select window during task
8 in Border-POPs configuration

" .. volgens mij is dit RTL. Ik zie 't niet zo goed ..ik kan niet zien of er iets
leuks te zien is. Daar is 'teen beetje klein voor. Ik ga eens eventjes die, eh .. ./
..PIP nemen. Die is iets groter toch, of niet"

15
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Table 11: Categorized verbal comments of the second experiment
context

Verbal comments

Sx

Search in PIP window during task 4

"Ik zie het niet goed. RTL 4 is dit, he? Ik zie het echt niet!"

16

Selects window during
task 7 in Mosaic configuration

" .. verschil dus eigenlijk, he? Nonnaal doe je dat thuis altijd met programma
zappen, hier kun je, eh, als je snel wilt zijn, gewoon zo"

4

Search during task 4

" ... Thuis op dinge, eh, zeg eh, op dat nummer zit dat en dat.."

4

Watching during task 3 in 1
PIP configuration

"Ja, het is dus wel makkelijk .. om even zo in beeld te zappen"

tional television and 37% agreed to buying if there were 500 channels available. 75% disagreed to the
statement the three window television resembles a computer.
All in all, in both experiments most subjects agreed about the functionality regarding: Improved/enhanced
zapping, monitor a program, improved overview of available broadcasts. They did not perceive the
MWTV as a computer system. Furthermore, they did not think that the entertainment quality, i.e. finding a
good program, was positively effected by the MWTV. But, about the functionality regarding watching
more than one program at the same time, the opinions differ for both experiments. In the first experiment,
most of the subjects agreed (80%) on this functionality and in the second experiment they disagreed (63%).
The effect of screen size and picture quality might have effected these responses.

4.3.4 Remote control appraisal
The subjects were asked to appraise the remote control that was used during the experiment with regards
to: Pleasant, easy and efficient. A score between 1 and 6 was given (1 for positive value and 6 for the negative value). Scores were tabulated and presented in histograms. For experiment 1 the histogram is given in
appendix H and for experiment 2 in appendix I. The six response categories were collapsed into three: the
positive value, neutral value and the negative value. In table 12 the results for the both experiments are
shown. All subjects responded.
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Table 12: Attitude statements
Exp. 1

No.

Statement description

Agree
(%)

Don't
know

Exp.2
Disagree

Agree

(%)

(%)

Don't
know

(%)

Disagree

(%)

(%)

Possible to see two programs at
the same time
·
2

A VCR would be superfluous

3

Would buy, if it was a little more
expensive

4

Can always find a good program

5

Resembles a computer

6

Can switch channels better

7

Watching more than one program
is not clever/ useful

8

Would buy, if there were 500
channels

9

Have a better overview

I0

Will still miss the beginning of a
nice program

)

Table 13: Remote control appraisal
Exp. 1
neutral

Exp.2
negative

positive

neutral

negative

Pleasant

0

33

25

0

Easy

33

11

26

0

Efficient

10

40

44

0

Experiment 1: 66% of the subjects appraised the used remote control as pleasant, 55% as easy and 50% as
efficient.
Experiment 2: 75% of the subjects appraised the used remote control as pleasant, 74% as easy and 56% as
efficient.
All in all, in both experiment most of the subjects thought that it was rather pleasant, easy and efficient to
use the remote control.
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4.3.5 Interview
In the interview sessions of the first experiment the subjects were asked to list advantages and disadvantages of the system and to give suggestions with respect to:
•

The MWTV concept

•

The window configurations

•

The independent sound and image

•

The operating functions and the remote control

•

The menu system

•
Teletext
The listed advantages, disadvantages and suggestions are summarized in table 14. The number of subjects
who included the item is also shown in table 14.
In the interview sessions of the second experiment the subjects were asked to list advantages, disadvantages and suggestions of the system. The listed advantages, disadvantages and suggestions are summarized
in table 15. The number of subjects who included the item is also shown in table 15.

First experiment
The major advantages of the multi window television concept were monitoring programs, watching multiple programs at the same time and searching programs while watching a program. The major drawback
was the distraction caused by displaying more than one program. Four subjects suggest to display only up
to two programs.
Four subjects listed POP windows as an advantage and one subject PIP windows. The large POP windows
in window configuration no. 2 are listed as an advantage by three subjects and as a disadvantage by one
subject. The small POP windows in window configuration no. 3 are called an advantage by one subject and
a disadvantage by four subjects. The position of the side window was considered a disadvantage by two
subjects. Two subjects suggested the possibility for personal window configuration.
Two subjects said that they were annoyed by the position of the side windows. It might be that the location
of the subject in front of the monitor has an effect, i.e., all subjects sat slightly to the right of the screen.
During tasks that involved watching the large window, the subjects had to move their head slightly to the
left to watch the large window. This point needs to' be addressed in a follow-up study. In real life, however,
people are not always centered and fronted to the screen.
Moving the sound source was listed as an advantage by five subjects and as a disadvantage by five subjects. Five subjects _suggested to set the sound source fixed on the large window and one subject suggested
to set the sound source to the selected window.
The remote control was considered both an advantage as a disadvantage (four and three subjects respectively) and two subjects suggested another input device. Six subjects preferred operating the television
with buttons. Not being able to swap from the large window to a small windows was mentioned as a disadvantage by two subjects and two subjects suggested the possibility after swapping to swap back to the previous window.
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Four subjects listed the appearance of the menu system as an advantage. Three subjects listed complexity
of the menu system and that it covered part of the program as disadvantages. One subject suggested to put
no more than three items in the main menu and three subjects suggested to display the window besides the
large window or to make it moveable.
The concurrent availability of the Dutch teletext was mentioned as an advantage by four subjects and as
disadvantage by one subject. One subject also suggested merging the text with the displayed program, i.e.,
a feature on current television models.

Table 14: Interview session results of the first experiment
Topic

Advantage

Disadvantage

Suggestions

Concept
ofMWTV

• Monitoring programs (7)
• Watch multiple programs at
the same time (3)
• Searching programs while
watching (2)

• Displaying other programs
distract (4)
• Watching MWTV isn' t leisure anymore (1)

• Watching two programs is
enough (4)

Window
configuration

• POP windows (4)
• PIP windows ( l)
• Side windows in window
configuration 2 large
enough to keep track of content (3)
• Side windows in window
configuration 3 aren't disturbing (1)

• Side windows in window
configuration 3 too small to
keep track of content (4)
• Small windows are situated at the right side (2)
• Side windows in window
configuration 2 are too
large to inspect (1)

• Personal window compositions (2)

Sound

• Independent sound source
(5)

• Sound of the small windows possible (5)

• Large window always the
sound source (5)
• Sound source connected
to the red dotted window
(1)

Remote
control

• Control TV with buttons
possible (6)
• The used remote control (4)
• Control TV with menu systern possible (1)

• The used remote control (3)
• Can't swap from large to
small window (2)

• Different input device
(trackerball, mouse) (2)
• Swap back to previous
window (2)

Menu
system

• Compact and surveyable (4)
• Direct manipulation (1)

• Very complex (3)
• Covers the programs you
watch (3)

• Menu besides the large
window or moveable (3)
• No more than 3 items in
the menu (1)

Dutch
teletext

• Teletext besides the program you watch (4)

• Teletext costs one window
at least (1)

• Text over the program
you watch (1)
• Teletext pages besides
each other like tv programs (1)
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Second experiment
The listed advantages of the multi window television concept were multiple programs on screen, swapping
windows and different window configurations possible. The major drawback was that it was difficult to see
which program was displayed inside a window. Four subjects suggested to display not more than one program. Two subjects also suggested to display the name of the broadcast inside the window.
In the PIP window configurations, eight subjects listed monitoring programs and four subjects zapping
programs inside a small window as an advantage. Five subjects listed the size and four subjects the fixed
position of the PIP windows as a disadvantage. One subject suggested to display only one PIP window.

In the Border-POPs configuration, three subjects considered the position of the side window an advantage
and one subject listed monitor programs as an advantage. One subject listed the absence of sound of the
side windows a disadvantage.
Advantages of the Mosaic configuration were listed as having a better overview, moveable sound and
being able to zap quicker.
Two subject listed the remote control as an advantage and one subject as a disadvantage. Five subjects suggested a different remote control. Five subjects also suggested more control over the windows in the window configurations.
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Table 15: Interview session results of the second experiment.
Suggestions

Topic

Advantage

Disadvantage

Concept
of
MWTV

• Multiple channels on
screen(4)
• Swapping windows (3)
• Different window configurations offered (2)

• Difficult to see which
channel is displayed
inside a small window (4)
• Offers nothing extra (2)
• Danger of watching too
much television (2)
• Difficult for elderly ( 1)

• Watching more than one program is not necessary (4)
• Display name of broadcast
inside the window (2)
• Watching more than two programs is not necessary (1)
• Watch with multiple people to
multiple channels (1)
• Connect MWTV with a PC (1)

PIP
windows

• Monitor program while
watching other program (8)
• Zap inside a PIP window(4)

• PIP window is too small
(5)
• PIP window cannot be
moved (4)
• No sound from PIP (1)

• Offer only Mosaic and 1 PIP as
configurations (2)
• Offer only one PIP window (1)
• Possibility to mark a broadcast
in Mosaic window configuration
for inside a PIP window (1)

BorderPOPs
config.

• Small windows outside the main window
(3)
• Monitor program while
watching other program (1)

• No sound from side windows (1)
• Very complex (1)

Mosaic
config.

• Better overview (6)
• Sound moveable (3)
• Quicker to zap (3)

Remote
control

• Picture orientated
instead of number orientated (2)
• Clear white border (1)

• The used remote control
(1)

• Different remote control (5)
• More control for the user concerning size, place, window
configurations (5)

4.4 Part 3: Preferences for window configurations
The subjects who participated in experiment 2 were asked which window configuration they would prefer
under certain conditions. Ten situations were given and for each situation a question was posed and the
subjects were asked to select their preferred window configurations. In situations one, two and three the
viewer was supposed to select from an imaginary supply of 100 broadcasts and in situations seven to 10
from an imaginary supply of 7 broadcasts. The window configurations were represented as drawings on
cards.
The chosen window configurations per situation are given in histograms as shown in appendix J. Preferences of subjects are very pronounced except for situation 5. The most preferred window configurations
are displayed in table 16 per situation. Window configuration no. 7, mosaic layout with all zappable windows, was most preferred for situations 1 and 3 that had ill-defined goals and 100 broadcasts available. In
the same situations (no. 4 and 10) with only 7 broadcasts available window configuration no. 6, mosaic
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layout with all not zappable windows, was most preferred.
Window configuration 9, a zappable full screen with four zappable POP windows, was most preferred if
the subjects had to find an alternative program out of 100 broadcast while watching a program. In the same
situation (no. 5) with 7 broadcasts available window configuration no. 12, a zappable large window with 9
not zappable POP windows, was most preferred.
Six subjects commented that the Mosaic configuration could be used to zap nine window at once. In this
way a kind of 'multi zap' would be possible.They suggested that this would be very useful when having to
chose a program from 100 broadcasts.

Table 16: Preferred window configurations for different broadcasts and situations
Rank

1

2

3
14

4

5

Situation
100

1: You want to watch TV, but don't know what

7

3

broadcasts

2: You are watching TV, but want to find an alternative

9

4

available

3: You know which program to watch, but not where and when precisely

7

14

16

9

4: You want to watch TV, but don't know what

6

12

7

9

5: You are watching TV, but want to find an alternative

12

11

9

4

7

6: You are watching TV, but want to switch to a second program

4

broadcasts

7: You want to watch one TV program

2

available

8: You want to have an overview of what is broadcasted

6

7

9

9: You can't chose between two TV programs

4

1

10: You know which program to watch, but not where and when precisely

6

7

12

14

9

The distributions per window configuration were calculated. These distributions are shown appendix K.
Window configuration 7, 9, 14 and 16 are preferred for the supply of 100 broadcasts and window configuration 4, 6 and 12 are preferred for the supply of 7 broadcasts. Hence, a pronounced difference of preferences for window configurations for two cases. Furthermore, four window configurations were not
preferred in any situation: A mosaic configuration of four not zappable windows (no. 8), a large zappable
window with four not zappable POP windows (no. 10), a large zappable window with 10 not zappable POP
windows (no. 13) and a large zappable window with 14 not zappable POP windows (no. 15).

Indication of the preferred window configurations
During experiment 2 subjects used several window configurations. Table 17 gives the number of instances
that a window configuration was used. The initial configurations and the end configurations are not
included in these tabulations. The Mosaic configuration is used to a much larger extent than all the other
configurations. The Border-POPs configuration is sometimes used.
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Table 17: Configurations that were used in experiment 2
Configuration

Mosaic

Border
-POPs

Full
Screen

1 PIP

2 PIPs

4PIPs

Tasks
I program, open-ended

15

I program, closed

8

4

2 programs, open-ended

13

4

I

2 programs, closed

IO

3

2

3 programs, open-ended

8

3 programs, closed

IO

All programs, open-ended

4

I

All programs, closed

3

1

I

2

5

4

2

I

1

)

4.5 Part 4: Planning behavior
The subjects that participated in experiment 2 were interviewed about how they planned at home which TV
programs to watch.
The subjects responded to the question "What do you do before you turn on the television?" were: 'See
what is on right now and what will come' (n=7) and 'Doing nothing' (n=6). Ten subjects usually used the
television guide to decide what to watch. Six subjects had a fixed pattern: They know that at certain time
on a certain channel a certain program will start.
After turning on the television, they usually zap to see what in on if they have no specific goal. If they have
a program in mind, they switch directly to the channel (n=14).

)
To the question "How do you decide which program is worth watching?", the main answer was 'By
remembering which kinds of programs I like' (n=15), followed by 'Reading the description in the television guide or news paper.'(n=6) . To the question "Does this depend on your mood?", seven subjects
answered 'yes' and nine 'no' .
When a program has ended most of the subjects start zapping to see what is on going at other channels
(n=13) or turn off the television (n=9). When subjects know that a programs they like will start within 15
minutes, they let the television stay tuned and start to do something else (n=lO), or start zapping to see
what is on else where(n=8).
12 subjects have a remote control to zap with and four subjects did not. Eight subjects said they zapped one
to four times an evening, two subjects zap five to ten times an evening and five subjects zap more than ten
times an evening. The main reason to zap is 'to find something nice to watch' (n=lO), followed by 'to have
something to do' (n=5).
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4.6 Summary of the results

l

Actions during watching
The flow diagrams and total number of actions of both experiments show:
ti' That in the two, three and all program tasks, the number of windows in the end configuration equals
the number of programs to be watched.
ti' The number of action transitions and actions are higher for the closed tasks than for the open-ended
tasks
ti' The number of action transitions and actions are substantially higher in experiment 1 and 2 in tasks
that involved dealing with two and three programs, than for the tasks that involved dealing with one or
with all programs.
ti' In experiment 1, more actions take place at the program level than at the window level. The majority
of the actions at the window level are oriented towards the Select window action.
ti' In experiment 2, more actions take place at the window level than at the program level. Furthermore,
more actions take place at the program level for the closed tasks that involve two or three programs
than for the open-ended tasks with two or three programs.
Problems occurred because:
1) Different window properties
2) Ambiguous behavior with the remote control
3) Different swap function properties
Appraisal of the multiwindow television concept
In the attitude questionnaires most subjects agreed about the functionality of MWTV regarding: Improved/
enhanced zapping, monitor a program, improved overview of available broadcasts. They did not perceive
the MWTV as a computer system. Furthermore, they did not think that the entertainment quality, i.e. finding a good program, was positively effected by the MWTV. But, about the functionality regarding watching more than one program at the same time, the opinions differ for both experiments. In the first
experiment, most of the subjects agreed on this functionality and in the second experiment they disagreed.
The major advantages of the multi window television concept mentioned in the interviews were: Monitoring programs, watch multiple programs at the same time and search programs while watching a program.
The major disadvantage of the MWTV concept mention in the interviews and as verbal comments was:
Watching more than one program causes distractions. Suggested was to display only up to two programs.
Window configuration preferences
In the interviews, the independent sound source of the first prototype was considered equally an advantage
as a disadvantage. Suggested was to set the sound source fixed on the large window or to set the sound
source to the selected window. The small side windows in the Border-POPs configuration and the PIP windows were considered too small to see which broadcast was displayed. The small POP windows in the
2POP window configuration were considered to small to keep track of content.
According to the subjects in the second experiment, the Mosaic configuration gave a good overview of the
available broadcasts. The analysis of the used configurations shows that, if the initial and end configurations are not counted, the Mosaic configuration was used to a much larger extent than all the other configurations.
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The window configuration appraisal indicated clear window configuration preferences for different watching situations. Window configurations with zappable windows were preferred in the situations with having
to choose from 100 broadcasts, and not zappable windows were preferred in situations with having to
choose from seven broadcasts. Four window configurations were never preferred. Suggested was to use the
Mosaic configuration to zap nine window at once. In this way a kind of ' multi zap' would be possible.
Planning what to watch
Subjects usually use the television guide to decide what to watch. After a program has ended they start zapping for two reasons: First, to find something nice to watch and second, to have something to do.

)

)
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Discussion

This exploratory study of the multi window television concept consisted of two experiments in which two
different prototypes were used. The objective of this study was to obtain knowledge about user behavior
and appraisal of the concept. The second experiment was extended: First, by obtaining knowledge about
the relationship between watching situations and the preferences of users for certain window configurations. Second, by obtaining knowledge about how viewers plan which programs to watch. These additions
were made to obtain more information about the influence of window configurations on the behavior of the
subject and to obtain more knowledge about how people find the programs they want to watch.

5.1 Prototype systems
The prototypes that were used in the two experiments were very different with respect to:
1) image quality
2) screen size
3) simulation of a full-fledged broadcast program
In the first experiment a wide screen television set was used and four to eight live broadcast programs were
available during the experiments. In the second experiment a PC monitor was used and eight broadcast
programs were available on video tape. With which a complete broadcast program of the local cable company was simulated. One of the major problems during experiment 1 was the lack of programs in the afternoon. It was not possible to simulate an extended broadcast program because facilities for cable TV were
not available at the location of the experiment.
Only one of the subjects in second experiment made a negative remark concerning the fact the broadcasted
programs sometimes showed stripes and in the first experiment a few subjects made a negative remark concerning the size of the television. During both the experiments, the subjects were very relaxed and actually
watched some scene's from the broadcasted programs. This was shown far more frequently in the second
experiment than in the first experiment.
For the purpose of user studies with the MWTV concept it is very important to have an abundance of program choices available. The image quality is in this phase of the user studies not as important as the program choice.

5.2 Data analysis
The actions of the subjects were registered as window states on the monitor. These window states were
video taped. Hence, the video tapes contain the objective window states and the current verbalizations of
the subjects. The coding categories that were used to analyze the user action appear to be sufficient to
describe what is going on on the screen. Hence, in follow-up studies the window states can be logged and
the flow diagrams can be generated automatically.
Initially, we described the user actions for each task by a state-transition diagram, but these diagrams did
not reduce the data at all. Therefore, we decided to reduce the time information. The resulted flow diagrams give information about the most used: Initial window configurations, end window configurations,
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and user actions. This approach reduced the data sufficient to draw conclusions between the tasks and
between the experiments.
Verbalizations of the subjects that were relevant with regards to the perception of the MWTV concept were
extracted from the video tapes. Literal transcriptions were not made because the control and the conditions
during the experiments were not stable and because it would have been too much effort given the usefulness of the results for these explorative studies.

5.3 The watching behavior
The tasks for both experiments were founded on two variables: the specification of the goal and the number
of programs that needed to be watched during the tasks. For both experiment first a comparison between
the tasks concerning the number of programs is made and second a comparison between open-ended and
closed tasks is made.

Number of programs to be watched
We expected that with an increase of the number of programs that needed to be watched during the experiments an increase of actions would occur. This was not the case. Increasing the number of programs that
needed to be watched from one to three programs, increased the number of actions. However, having to
watch all programs decreased the number of actions again. Hardly any difference in actions occurred with
two and three programs. An optimum in the number of actions appears to exist. Details of this optimum
have to be investigated in follow-up studies and with a prototype system that can provide these possibilities.
A possible explanation could be that the window configurations of the prototypes largely influenced the
number of actions needed. The first prototype supported the possibility to watch one to three programs. It
was not possible to watch all available programs on one screen. As a result, seven subjects interpreted the
instruction as having to watch all currently shown programs, and showed no actions. The second prototype
supported the possibility to watch one to all available programs by pressing the corresponding button on
the remote control. In order to watch exactly two or three programs, the user should open one or more PIP
windows and select the desired program inside the windows. Probably this requires more effort than using
the Mosaic or Full Screen configurations.
If we look at the end states, we see that the majority of the subjects reached an end configuration corresponding to the number of programs to be watched. So, there is a clear need to see precisely the same
amount of windows as programs, i.e., if they are not too many programs. This is also supported by the
results of the window configuration preferences regarding different watching situations. It was found that
different window configurations were preferred in case of situation were one program, two programs or an
overview of programs should be watched. It might be that users have a model of the system in which window and programs are mapped as one-to-one. The mosaic display of some cable companies support this
notion.

Thus, it is advisable to match the number of programs to be searched and watched to the offered number of
windows in the window configuration.
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Specification of the goal
We expected to find more actions and more complex sequences of actions for the closed tasks than for the
open-ended tasks. In general, the diagrams confirm this expectation.

In the first experiment hardly any comparison on this point could be made. Only the two programs tasks
consisted of a open-ended and a closed task. In the second experiment the diagrams of the two and three
program tasks show a larger number of actions and action transitions with the closed tasks than with the
open-ended tasks. But the diagrams of the one and all programs tasks show less actions with the closed
tasks.
An explanation can be found in the used window configurations. In the two and three program tasks, PIP
windows were frequently used. The verbal comments indicated that it was hard to see which broadcast was
displayed inside a PIP window. The subjects had to swap the two windows, to zap further or to change the
configuration in order to see whether or not they had found the specified broadcast.

5.4 Appraisal of the multiwindow television concept
In the attitude questionnaires most subjects agreed about the functionality of MWTV regarding: Improved/
enhanced zapping, monitor a program, improved overview of available broadcasts. But, about the functionality regarding watching more than one program at the same time, the opinions differ for both experiments. In the first experiment, most of the subjects agreed on this functionality and in the second
experiment they disagreed. This finding is contradicted by the results of the interview sessions. In the second experiment having multiple channels on screen and being able to monitor a program inside a PIP window were often mentioned as advantages.

5.5 Interaction
The interaction with both the prototypes differed, i.e., the available window configurations, window properties, zapping properties, swapping properties, remote control properties and sound properties. The problems of the subjects, the verbal comments and the given advantages, disadvantages and suggestions
indicated which properties of the interaction with the used prototype are desirable or not desirable. We will
discuss the following interaction issues: window properties, source of the sound, swap function, zap function and the remote controls.

Zappable versus non-zappable windows
The prototype systems had windows in which zapping could be done (called 'zappable windows') and
windows in which zapping could not be done (called 'non-zappable windows'). The first prototype system
had always two zappable windows and one non-zappable window. The position of the zappable window
could be changed. In the second experiment, the zappable and non-zappable windows were at a fixed position, depending on the window configuration. This difference in window properties caused in the first
experiment a lot of problems. In the second experiment hardly any problems were found. It is advisable to
keep the zapping properties of the windows within a window configuration consistent. Thus, users treat
every window in the same way; they do not make distinction between windows inside a window configuration, but they do make distinctions between window configurations. This might have consequences for
using a MWTV for multiple purposes, i.e., watching TV broadcast programs and observation of areas at
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the same time.
The results of the window configuration appraisal show that if subject have to choose from 100 broadcast
zappable window were preferred. If they have to choose from 7 broadcast not zappable windows were preferred.

Window size and position:
The interviews indicate a need for more control about the size and position of a window. Directly by means
of window manipulation or indirectly by providing more window configurations with different sized windows.
Window configuration preferences
We conducted a small study in this direction by measuring the window configuration preferences for different situations with window configuration cards. The results showed that the situation often determined
the number of programs needed to be watched, but gave no consistent result concerning the locations of the
windows. It was found that if subjects had to image they had over 100 broadcast programs available, they
preferred to use configurations that have a mosaic layout of nine windows in which all the windows were
zappable or a large window with four POP windows in which all the windows were zappable. If subjects
had to imagine they had over 7 broadcast programs available, they preferred configurations that had a full
screen with one PIP window in which all windows were zappable, or a mosaic configuration of nine windows that could not be zapped, or a full screen with nine POP windows that could not be zapped.

)

Sound source
In the first experiment it was found, that as soon as the sound comes from a small window, its source
becomes an issue. The subjects stated that the attention automatically is drawn to the program with the
sound and that a program without sound is not watched. Thus, the window where the sound comes from
attracts the attention of the subject. This conclusion was used in the prototype system for the second experiment, i.e., the sound was fixed to the largest window. Fewer negative comments concerning the handling
of sound were made. However, two subjects said they wanted to have the sound from the small windows.
Swap properties
In experiment 1 and in experiment 2, POP windows could be swapped from the small window to the large
window. They could not be swapped back from the large window to the small window. The subjects considered this a disadvantage. In experiment 2, PIP windows could be swapped back from the large to the
small window. The PIP windows were frequently swapped back after swapping. Thus, it is advisable to use
the swapping properties of the PIP windows, i.e., allow users to swap back easily.
Zap properties
The prototype of the first experiment gave a short feedback concerning the broadcast that was switched to.
No comments were made on this feature. In the second experiment six of the eight broadcasts displayed a
logo in a comer of the program, but the logo disappeared during commercial breaks. The comments of the
subjects in the second experiment indicated large problems with seeing which broadcast was displayed
inside a window. Thus, the feature of the first experiment is recommended for further research.
In the Mosaic configuration of the second experiment, the subjects could choose a broadcast program by
selecting several windows. In the analysis of the actions of the subject, it was found that the subjects frequently changed to this layout and frequently selected windows. Especially during the search one program
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tasks, hardly any zapping actions are shown. Only the select window action and the configure action were
frequently found . Thus, they choose by selecting several windows inside the Mosaic configuration and not
by selecting several programs inside a window.
In the second experiment an interesting strategy was found, in the window configuration using PIP windows. The subjects zapped inside the PIP window, checked whether or not they had the correct program by
swapping the PIP window to the large window and swapped back if the program was not correct. This is a
strange finding, because a more efficient way is to zap inside the large window instead of the PIP window;
i.e., during zapping inside the large window the sound of the program is heard, while zapping inside the
PIP window is done without sound.
With the Mosaic configuration nine windows can be zapped at once. In this way a kind of 'multi zap'
would be possible. The results of the planning interview indicated that zapping was done in order to find a
good program or to have something to do. Multizapping might support these activities. This multizapping
is recommended for further research.
Remote control
With the remote control of the first experiment, swapping could be accomplished by using the 'FS' and the
'View' buttons. This caused problems. The difference between choosing the one window configuration
with the FS button or with the View button was ambiguous. With the FS button, the program from the
selected window was displayed as full screen. With the View button, the program from the largest window
was displayed as full screen.
The same type of problem was found in the Border-POPs configuration of the second prototype. This configuration consisted of nine small windows that could be selected and one large window that could not be
selected. The user interface was designed in such a way that in case of changing the configuration to Full
Screen, the program in the largest window would always be displayed their at full screen. Consequently, if
the program in the large window did not equal the selected program, subject commented that the wrong
program was displayed at full screen. It appears that users expect the selection of a window and its size to
be important. It is advisable to display the program of the selected window at full screen.
In experiment 2 it was found that the subjects frequently tried to close PIP windows with the FS button.
The can be explained by the fact that above the FS button a picture of one window was placed, and the subjects associated this image to closing all PIP windows.
Watch angle:
With the wide screen MWTV prototype system, two subjects were annoyed by the fact they had to move
their head slightly to the left to watch the large window. This point needs to be addressed in a follow-up
study. In real life, however, people are not always centered and fronted to the screen.

5.6 Conclusions
The method of categorizing the users actions and representing them into a fl.ow diagram, seems a good
method for reducing video data of television viewers. The division of action categories into actions at window level and at program level, allows other researchers to extend the fl.ow diagram. In further research,
the time consuming analysis of video tapes for gathering the user actions could be replaced by an auto-
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matic logging and categorizing system.
The analysis of the behavior indicated a strong relationship between the number of programs needed to
watch, the number of programs provided by the windows configuration and the complexity of the user
behavior. There seems to be a one-to-one mapping between the numbers of programs needed to see and the
number of windows provided by the window configurations. Thus, the major issue for further research
should first consist of gathering knowledge of how much programs the users need to see and than how the
windows initially should be configurated concerning size and position.
The differences in window configuration preferences under different viewing conditions also seem to be
depending on the amount of available programs to choose from. The window configuration appraisal gave
an indication of these differences, but further research on this field should follow.
The analysis for both the prototypes of the problems and the verbal reports during task performance, indicated a lack of consistent control especially between window configurations. Issues are: The source of the
sound, swapping properties, zapping properties and the function of the selected window. Comparing the
problems and verbal reports for both prototypes, the following preliminary recommendations for further
prototypes can be made:

)

t/ Keep the source of the sound to the largest window. If there is no largest window, keep the source of
the sound to the selected window.
t/ Allow the user to 'swap back', i.e., after swapping a side window (POP or PIP) to a large window, the
side window should automatically be selected in order to swap back.
t/ Consistency within window configurations, i.e., each window has the same possibilities within a window configuration.
t/ Consistent zap properties, i.e., make all the windows within a window configuration zappable or all
windows not zappable. A mixture of zappable and not zappable windows in the same window configuration is not recommended.
t/ Keep the selected program on display, i.e., during changing from multiple to one window configuration, the program of the selected window should stay on display.
t/ Give feedback concerning the broadcast channel that is switched to.

)
For further research on the user interface, it is advisable to distinguish two levels of operation: Window
manipulations and program manipulations. The remote control should have these two levels of control.
The attitude towards the multi window television concept indicates that the major advantages of the multiwindow should be found in getting an overview and in monitoring program(s). It was also suggested to use
the Mosaic configuration to zap with nine windows at the same time in order to search quicker. That is, the
multi window television concept as thought of as a tool for selection and browsing. But, further research,
especially on the field of the window configuration needs, should follow.
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The results of the 6 tasks of experiment 1.
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Appendix A: Tasks of experiment 1
Taak 1

• Stel de televisie als volgt in:

• Bekijk het programma aanbod en
kies vervolgens voor uzelf het
leukste programma uit.
• Bekijk, een tijdje, het gekozen
programma "FullScreen" (zo groot
mogelijk dus).

Taak2

• Stel de televisie als volgt in:

prog.

programma 1 - - - prog.

• Bekijk het programma aanbod en
vertel wat voor soort programma's
er nu zijn.

A-1

Taak3

• Zoek een nederlandstalig en een
duitstalig kanaal
• Stel de televisie als volgt in:

duits

nederlands 1 - - - prog.

• Kijk naar het nederlandstalige
kanaal en schakel over op het
duitstalige kanaal zodra er daar iets
leuks te zien is.

Taak4
• Stel de televisie als volgt in:

program ma

• Bekijk het programma aanbod en
kies voor uzelf het leukste programma uit.
• Bekijk, een tijdje, het gekozen programma
"FullScreen" (zo groot mogelijk dus).

A-2

Taak5

• Stel de televisie als volgt in:

tekenfilm

---

• Het is de bedoeling dat u naar de
tekenfilm kijkt en in de gaten
houdt wat er op ZDF en WDR
uitgezonden wordt.
• Beantwoord daarbij de volgende vragen:
- Wat gebeurt er in de tekenfilm?
- Hoeveel verschillende mensen zijn
er totaa/ op ZDF en WDR te zien?

Taak6

• Stel de televisie als volgt in:

• Bekijk het programma aanbod en
kies de twee leukste programma's uit.
• Probeer een tijdje lang te volgen
wat er in beide programma's gebeurt.

A-3

Appendix B: Tasks of experiment 2
Taak 1
•

Bekijk het programma aanbod en
tel hoeveel leuke programma's u
ziet.

•

Vertel welke programma's dat zijn.

Taak2
•

Zoek MTV op.

•

Bekijk, een tijdje, het gevonden
programma "FullScreen" (zo groot
mogelijk dus). Vertel water
gebeurt.

)

Taak3
•

Bekijk het programma aanbod en
kies de twee leukste programma's
uit.

•

Probeer een tijdje lang te volgen
wat er in beide programma's
gebeurt. Vertelwatergebeurt.

Taak4
•

Het is de bedoeling dat u naar
Discovery kijkt en in de gaten
houdt wat er op RTL4 en MTV
uitgezonden wordt.

•

Beantwoord daarbij de volgende
vragen :

•

- Wat voor soort programma's
zenden RTL4 en MTV nu uit?

•

-Wat gebeurt er op Discovery?

A-4

)

Taak5
•

Bekijk het programma aanbod en
kies voor uzelf het leukste
programma uit.

•

Bekijk, een tijdje, het gekozen
programma "FullScreen" (zo groot
mogelijk dus). Vertel water
gebeurt.

Taak6
•

Bekijk het programma aanbod en
vertel hoeveel sport programma's
er nu zijn.

Taak7
•

Bekijk het programma aanbod en
kies voor uzelf het leukste
programma uit.

•

Het is de bedoeling dat u naar dat
programma kijkt en tegelijkertijd
nog twee andere leuke
programma's zoekt.

•

Zodra u ze gevonden heeft moet u
dat aangeven.

Taak8
•

Zoek een duitstalig en een
nederlandstalig kanaal op.

•

Kijk naar het nederlandstalige
kanaal en schakel over op het
duitstalige kanaal zodra er daar
iets leuks te zien is.

A-5

Appendix C: Fill-in form for subject's characteristics
(Kruis het gewenste antwoord aan)

5. Geslacht:

D man
D vrouw

6. Geboortejaar:

19 ...... .

7. Huidig beroep/opleiding: .... .. ....................... .............. .
8. Welke opleidingen heeft u voltooid?
(er zijn meer antwoorden mogelijk)

D
D
D
D
D
D
D

lagere school
middelbare school (Mavo, Havo of VWO)
lager beroepsonderwijs
middelbaar beroepsonderwijs
hoger beroepsonderwijs
universiteit
anders, namelijk ................................. .

)

9. Heeft u een televisietoestel?

D ja, ongeveer ..... jaar
D nee
10. Hoeveel uur kijkt u televisie?

D
D
D
D
D

veel, namelijk ......... uur per dag
gewoon, namelijk ....... uur per dag
weinig, namelijk ........ uur per dag
zeer weinig, namelijk ..... uur per week
nooit
c::>(ga naar vraag 14 op de laatste bladzijde)

11. Hoe lang kijkt u al televisie?

D zolang ik mij kan herinneren

D
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ongeveer ........... jaar

J

12. Bepaalt u voordat u de televisie aanzet wat u gaat kijken?

D
D

D
D

altijd
vaak
soms
nooit

13. Heeft u een afstandsbediening bij uw toestel?

D
D

ja
nee

O(ga naar vraag 14)

a) Hoe vaak gebruikt u de afstandsbediening?
(krLiis het gewenste getal aan)

~-

CD---------@---------@--------®---------@--------®--------CV
altijd

vaak

so ms

nooit

b) Waarvoor gebruikt u de afstandsbediening?
(Zet een '1' waar LI de afstandsbediening het meest voor gebrLiikt, een '2' waar
LI het minder vaak voor gebrLiikt, enz.
Waar LI het naLiwelijks voor gebrLiikt, daar moet LI niets invLillen.)
_
_
_
_
_

om het beeld te regelen (kleLir, intensiteit)
om van zender te veranderen
om teletekst te gebrLiiken
om het gelLiid te regelen
om de televisie aan of 'stand by' te zetten
anders, namelijk .. ................................... .

14. Op sommige toestellen kun je een klein beeldje in het grote beeld laten verschijnen,
men noemt dit picture-in-picture {PIP). Heeft uw toestel deze functie?

D
D
D

ja
nee
weet ik niet

o
o

(ga naar vraag 15)
(ga naar vraag 15)

a) Hoe lang heeft u al een toestel met de PIP functie?
Ongeveer ....... jaar
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b) Hoe vaak gebruikt u de PIP functie?
(kruis het gewenste getal aan)

(1)---------<2>---------~--------<1>---------C§>--------<§>--------<Z>
vaak

altijd

so ms

nooit

c) Kunt u aangeven waarvoor u de PIP functie gebruikt?
(noteer hieronder)

)
15. Heeft u een videorecorder?
(kruis aan en vul in)

D

ja, ongeveer....... jaar

D nee
16. Hoe vaak gebruikt u een videorecorder?

D veel, namelijk ......... uur per dag
D gewoon, namelijk ....... uur per week

D
D
D

weinig, namelijk ........ uur per week
zeer weinig, namelijk ..... uur per maand
nooit
¢(ga naar vraag 14)

a) Waarvoor gebruikt u de videorecorder?
(Zet een '1' waar u de videorecorder het meest voor gebruikt, een '2' waar
u het minder vaak voor gebruikt, enz.
Waar u het nauwelijks voor gebruikt, daar moet u niets invullen.)

_
_
_

om een programma op te nemen
om een zelf opgenomen band af te spelen
om een gehuurde of gekochte band af te spelen
als tv-tuner
_ · anders, namelijk ........ ............................. .
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b) Waarom neemt u een programma op?
(Zet een '1' voor de belangrijkste reden, een '2' voor de minder belangrijke reden, enz.
Bij een nooit gebruikte reden moet u niets invullen)
_
_
_
_
_

omdat het gelijktijdig met een ander programma komt dat u wilt zien
omdat u niet in de gelegenheid bent het programma op dat tijdstip te bekijken
omdat iemand anders niet in de gelegenheid is het programma op dat tijdstip
te bekijken
om het programma te bezitten
anders, namelijk ..................................... .

17. Heeft u een afstandsbediening bij uw videorecorder?

0
0

ja
nee

r::::>(ga naar vraag 14)

a) Hoe vaak gebruikt u deze afstandsbediening?
(kruis het gewenste getal aan)

ffi---------@---------@--------©---------@--------®--------(J)
altijd

vaak

so ms

nooit

18. Als u nog opmerkingen heeft kunt u die hieronder invullen.

Hartelijk dank,
Antoinette Littel
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Appendix D: Fill-in form for attitude measurement
Hieronder volgen uitspraken over een televisie met drie vensters. U moet aangeven in
welke mate u het met deze uitspraken eens of oneens bent. Omcirkel het antwoord van uw
keuze.

"Je kunt met een drie venster televisie twee programma's tegelijk bekijken."

(1)----------------C?>-----------------~--------------------~------------------C§:l
Oneens
Zeeroneens
Geen mening
Zeereens
Eens
"Met een drie venster televisie wordt de videorecorder overbodig"
)

(1)----------------C?>-----------------~--------------------~------------------C§:l
Zeereens
Eens
Geen mening
Oneens
Zeeroneens
"Als een drie venster televisie iets duurder was dan een gewone
televisie zou ik het kopen."

(1)----------------C?>-----------------~--------------------~------------------C§:l
Zeereens
Geen mening
Oneens
Zeeroneens
Eens
"Met een drie venster televisie kan ik altijd een goed programma vinden."

(1)----------------C?>-----------------~--------------------~------------------C§:l
Zeereens
Eens
Geen mening
Oneens
Zeeroneens
)
"De drie venster televisie lijkt op een computer."

(1)----------------C?>-----------------~--------------------~------------------C§:l
Zeereens
Eens
Geen mening
Oneens
Zeeroneens
"Met een drie venster televisie kan ik beter zappen."

(1)----------------C?>-----------------~--------------------~------------------C§:l
Zeereens
Eens
Geen mening
Oneens
Zeeroneens

(ga door naar de volgende bladzijde <. .)
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"Meer dan 1 programma tegelijk zien is onhandig."

(1)----------------®-----------------@--------------------®------------------@
Zeereens

Eens

Geen mening

Oneens

Zeeroneens

"Als er 500 zenders zouden zijn, dan kocht ik een drie venster televisie."

(1)----------------®-----------------@--------------------®------------------@
Zeereens

,!

Eens

Geen mening

Oneens

Zeeroneens

"Met een drie venster televisie heb ik een beter overzicht."

(1)----------------®-----------------@--------------------®------------------@
Zeereens

Eens

Geen mening

Oneens

Zeeroneens

"Met een drie venster televisie mis ik nog het begin van een leuk programma"

(1)----------------®-----------------@--------------------®------------------@
Zeereens

Eens

Geen mening

Oneens

Zeeroneens

Nu volgt nog een vraag over de bediening van de drie venster televisie .

U vindt de bediening van deze televisie:
(kruis telkens het gewenste getal aan)

(1)---------®---------@--------®---------@--------(§)
leuk

verve lend

(1)---------®.---------@--------®---------@--------(§)
moeilijk

makkelijk

(1)---------®---------@--------®---------@--------(§)
efficient

omslachtig
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Appendix E: Fill-in form for watching behavior

Uzelf als tv kijker
1. Naar welke zenders kijkt u regelmatig?
(Kruis aan)
D Nederland 1
D Nederland 2
D Nederland 3
0RTL4
0 BRTN TV1
0 BRTN TV2
DRTBF
OCNN

0BBC1
0BBC2
OARD
DZDF
OWDR
0 RTL TELEVISION
DTV-5
D EDTV (de kabelkrant)

D Discovery
D Kindernet
D Eurosport
DMTV
D Super channel
D Filmnet plus
DTRT-INT
D Overzichts kanaal

)

2. Naar hoeveel verschillende zenders kijkt u gemiddeld op een dag?
Ongeveer ...... .. . zenders
3. Kunt u per dagdeel een schatting geven van het aantal uur dat u gemiddeld televisie
kijkt?
's ochtends ongeveer ....... .. uur
's middags ongeveer ..... .... uur
's avonds ongeveer .......... uur

)
4. Als u nog opmerkingen heeft kunt u die hieronder invullen.

Hartelijk dank,
Antoinette Littel
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Appendix F: Fill-in form for interviewer for the planning behavior
Als u televisie wil gaan kijken en als u eenmaal kijkt, zijn er vaak een aantal handelingen
die u (on)bewust verricht. Deze handelingen bepalen uw kijkgedrag. Om dit kijkgedrag te
achterhalen, wil ik u vragen aan te geven wat u meestal doet:
"Wat doe je voordat je de tv aanzet?"

..... 0
..... 0
..... 0

kijken wat er nu bezig is in de gids [... ], krant [... ]
kijken wat er nu bezig is en wat er komt in de gids [ ... ], krant [... ]
kijken water komt in de gids [... ], krant [... ]

0 niets

..... 0
...... 0
Plant--> "Hoe plan je meestal wat je gaat kijken?"

0 Krant

0

Gids

0 Teletekst

0
0

Horen vertellen op tv
Horen vertellen van iemand

0 Gewoonte: altijd .. op dat tijdstip
"Ats je de tv hebt aangezet, wat doe je dan?"

ongericht:
...... 0 kijken wat er nu bezig is via mosaic [... ], zappen [... ], teletekst [...], krant [... ], gids [... ]

...... 0
...... 0
...... 0
...... 0

kijken wat er komt via teletekst [... ], krant [... ], gids [... ]
het eerste leuke programma wat je tegenkomt gaan kijken
het leukste programma gaan bekijken

...... 0

gericht:

...... 0

het geplande kanaal opzoeken

...... 0
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"Hoe bepaa/ je of een programma de moeite waard is om naar te kijken?

0
0

Via een beschrijving in gids, tijdschriften, e.d.
Voorstukje gezien

0 Als dat de leukste van het hele aanbod is

0
0

Hangt dat van je stemming at?

0 Ja
0 Nee
''Ats een programma is afge/open of niet meer interessant is, wat doe je dan?"

...... 0
...... 0

kijken wat er nu bezig is via mosaic [... ], zappen [... ], teletekst [... ], krant [... ], gids [... ]
kijken wat er komt via teletekst [... ], krant [...], gids [... ]

...... 0 tv uitzetten
...... 0 op een zender [......... ] zetten en wat anders gaan doen
......0
......0

''Ats er nog iets leuks komt en het duurt niet al te fang, wat doe je dan?"

...... 0
...... 0
...... 0
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op een zender [......... ] zetten en wat anders gaan doen
kijken wat er nu bezig is via mosaic [... ], zappen [... ], teletekst [... ], krant [... ], gids [... ]
het leukste programma gaan bekijken

)

"Kun je zappen?"

D
D

ja
nee

"Hoe vaak zap je op een avondje tv kijken? En waarom?"

D
D
D
D

>10
5 ... 10
1... .4
nooit

Reden:

D
D
D

Om iets leuks te vinden
Om wat te doen te hebben
Gewoonte

D
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Appendix G: 1O television watching situations
Hieronder volgen 1O situatie's waarin je tv kijkt. Het is de bedoeling dat je een situatie
leest en dan de indelingsplaatjes gaat bekijken.
Je geeft aan de meest geschikte indeling 3 punten, die daarna 2 punten en tenslotte 1 punt
voor de indeling die je nog een beetje geschikt vindt. De overige indelingen geef je geen
punten.
Vertel waarom je deze indelingen hebt gekozen en hoe je ze zou gebruiken.

Bij de volgende situatie's geldt dat je uit 100 zenders kunt kiezen:

1.

Stel je wilt tv kijken maar je weet nog niet naar wat. Welke indelingen lijken jou handig om
te kiezen? Geef je eerste, tweede en derde keus aan.

2.

Stel je kijkt nu naar een leuk programma. Het programma is wel leuk, maar je wilt weten of
er ergens anders niet iets leukers is. Welke indelingen lijken jou handig om een leuker programma te zoeken?

3.

Stel dat je van iemand gehoord hebt dat rond dit tijdstip een leuk program ma komt. Je weet
echter niet waar het komt en hoe laat precies. Welke indelingen lijken jou handig om
mogelijke kandidaten te zoeken?

)

Bij de volgende situatie's geldt dat je wil kiezen uit je 7 favoriete zenders.

4.

Stel je wilt tv kijken en je weet nog niet naar wat. Welke indelingen lijken jou handig om te
kiezen uit je favoriete kanalen? Geef je eerste, tweede en derde keus aan .

5.

Stel je kijkt nu naar een leuk programma. Het programma is wel leuk, maar je wilt weten of
er ergens anders niet iets leukers is. Welke indelingen lijken jou handig om een leuker programma te zoeken?

6.

Stel dat je weet dat over enkele minuten een program ma begint. Terwijl je wacht kijk je een
ander programma. Welke indelingen lijken jou handig om het begin van het programma in
de gaten te houden?

7.

Stel je wilt een programma bekijken. Welke indelingen lijken jou handig?

8.

Stel je wilt weten wat er nu uitgezonden wordt op je favoriete kanalen. Welke indelingen
lijken jou handig om overzicht te krijgen?

9.

Stel je kunt nog niet kiezen tussen twee programma's. Welke indelingen lijken jou handig
om beide programma's te zien?

10.

Stel dat je van iemand gehoord hebt dat rond dit tijdstip op 1 van je favoriete zenders een
leuke film komt. Je weet echter niet waar het komt en hoe laat precies. Welke indelingen
lijken jou handig om dit uit te zoeken?
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Appendix H: Results of attitude statement list and RC appraisal for
experiment 1

Attitude statements results
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Appendix I: Results of attitude statement list and RC appraisal for
experiment 2
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Appendix J: Results of the layout preferences per situation
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Appendix K: Results of the layout preferences for the two situations
groups
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